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Abstract
In the first part of this thesis we investigate the deformation theory of
compact constant scalar curvature Kähler (cscK) and extremal Kähler man-
ifolds. In particular, we will characterise deformations of cscK- and extremal
Kähler manifolds which again admit a cscK- or extremal Kähler metric, in
terms of stability in the sense of geometric invariant theory.
In a second part we will investigate a different problem. We will extend
the adiabatic methods used by Hong and Fine in the study of cscK-metrics
to the study of extremal metrics on ruled manifolds. The analysis in the case
of extremal metrics being more involved will bring in some new aspects in
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The unifying topic of this thesis is the study of extremal Kähler metrics, i.e.








for Kähler metrics ω on M in a fixed Kähler class [ω], where Scal(ω) is
the scalar curvature of ω, and S is its average. Wanting to generalise the
uniformisation theorem for Riemann surfaces to higher dimensions, Calabi
proposed to study the critical points of this functional as analogues to the
canonical metrics in one complex dimension found through the classical uni-
formisation theorem, see [C1, C2]. The main problem is to establish unique-
ness and existence theorems for these extremal metrics. Uniqueness was
established recently by Chen and Tian [CT], showing that any two extremal
Kähler metrics in the same Kähler class are related by a holomorphic auto-
morphism. In spite of many efforts, existence is still a largely open problem.
The probably best known results are due to Aubin and Yau in the case
when the first Chern class of the manifold is non-positive and proportional
to the Kähler class of the metric, i.e. the case of Kähler-Einstein metrics
with c1(M) ≤ 0. In their study of Kähler-Einstein metrics, which have
constant scalar curvature and are therefore also a special class of extremal
Kähler metrics, they established existence and uniqueness theorems in this
case. The case of positive first Chern class is more difficult and is still not
settled completely.
Yau conjectured, that the existence of a Kähler-Einstein metric on a
Kähler manifold M with c1(M) > 0 is related to a certain notion of stability
– now called K-stability. This conjecture was initially inspired by the corre-
sponding problem for holomorphic vector bundles, i.e. the Hitchin-Kobayashi
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correspondence. This correspondence relates the existence of a Hermitian-
Yang-Mills connection on a holomorphic vector bundle over a Kähler man-
ifold to the algebraic notion of (slope-)stability of the bundle. The corre-
spondence was proved (in increasing generality) by Narasimhan-Seshadri,
Donaldson, Uhlenbeck-Yau.
Concerning the existence of Kähler-Einstein (or more general cscK-metrics),
results of Tian [Ti1] and Donaldson [D2, D4] provide much evidence for Yau’s
conjecture. Although much progress was made in the last few years towards
establishing the metric analogue of the Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence,
there are still questions.
The next more complicated step in Calabi’s programme is to study Käh-
ler metrics of constant scalar curvature, cscK-metrics. Progress in under-
standing existence and uniqueness of cscK-metrics was made by Donaldson
in [D1, D2, D4]. In this thesis, we will touch on the theory of cscK-metrics
only in Chapter 2 of Part I.
An important observation of Calabi was, that the functional C(ω) admits
critical points which don’t have constant scalar curvature. Such examples
were first constructed on Hirzebruch surfaces by means of ODE techniques in
the paper of Calabi [C1]. Our main topic of study will be this most general
case of non-cscK extremal metrics.
The thesis consists essentially of two independent parts; the unifying
theme of both being the deformation of Kähler metrics.
Part 1: Moment maps and deformations
In Part I we will investigate the deformation of both csc- and general extremal-
Kähler metrics. Therefore, we will deform some given csc (or extremal) Käh-
ler manifold (M,J, ω) with H2(M,TM) = H2(OM ) = 0. This will result
in a deformed manifold which we denote by (M,Jv, ωv). It is desirable to
have a general criterion for the deformed manifold to again admit a csc- or
extremal Kähler metric. Even if the deformed manifold (M,Jv, ωv) has no
holomorphic vector fields, this is not always possible as the example of the
Mukai-Umemura threefold [MU] shows, see [Ti1].
We are able to formulate a criterion for the deformed manifold to admit
a cscK or extremal metric, in terms of stability in the sense of geometric in-
variant theory (GIT). The complexification Hc of the Hamiltonian isometry
group H of the manifold (M,J, ω) acts on the first cohomology group H1 of
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the deformation complex. The deformation space W ⊂ H1 will be a neigh-
bourhood of 0 in H1 endowed with a non-flat metric. Using the action of
Hc on H1, we can classify the deformations which admit cscK- or extremal
metrics.
Since W ⊂ H1 inherits a non-flat Kähler metric from the space of com-
patible integrable almost complex structures J int(M,ω) of (M,ω); and we
moreover don’t have a genuine action of Hc on W , we cannot apply the clas-
sical Kempf-Ness theorem directly. This is the main difficulty in the proof
of our criterion. We will find a remedy by showing that around 0 ∈ W we
are indeed "close" to the classical situation and conclude the proof via an
argument similar to the one of Kempf-Ness [KN].
We will apply this theorem to the case of deforming a general extremal
Kähler metric. This will bring in some aspects of Gabor Székelyhidi’s theory
of relative K-polystability [Sz1]. Anyhow, the proof of this more general
theorem is just an application of the deformation theorem in the cscK-case,
and we will relegate further explanations to Chapter 3.
This will complement some, by now classical, results from LeBrun and
Simanca; and it also sheds some light, for example, on the deformations of
the Mukai-Umemura threefold (cf. [MU, Ti1]), though we won’t treat this
here (for a detailed discussion, see the recent paper of Donaldson [D5]).
Part 2: Extremal metrics on ruled manifolds
In Part II, we will study the existence problem of extremal metrics on certain
ruled manifolds of any dimension in so-called adiabatic Kähler classes, a
natural example to look at. Previously the existence of cscK metrics on ruled
manifolds was studied by Hong in [Ho1, Ho2]. The analogous problem of the
existence of cscK metrics on so-called Kodaira fibrations was investigated by
Fine in [F], who’s line of proof we follow closely in the second part.
We will look at a ruled manifold of the form P(E) → (M,ωM ), over
a cscK base-manifold having no holomorphic isometries. The vector bundle
E →M will be of a special form as well, for details see Part II. In particular,
our result will complement the ones obtained by Apostolov, Calderbank,
Gauduchon and Tønnesen-Friedman in [ACGT] and other recent papers.
Our argument will be very similar to the arguments of Fine and Hong
[F, Ho1, Ho2]. We will be using an adiabatic construction, i.e. we will
search for an extremal metric in a Kähler-class where the base will become
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very large compared to the fibres.
The general problem where an adiabatic limit is typically used, is when
one deals with a PDE Fg(A) = 0, for some geometric object A, on the total
space of some fibre bundle (P, g)→M (we want to emphasise that the PDE
depends on the metric g). We define a family of metrics gk by stretching
the horizontal directions of the metric g by a factor k. This will lead to a
family of PDE’s Fgk(A) = 0. Setting k =∞, formally, gives us another PDE
Fg∞(A) = 0, the adiabatic limit of Fgk(A) = 0. Finding a solution of the
limiting equation can be considered as finding an approximate solution of
the original PDE for very large k. Given such an approximate solution, it is
often possible to use an inverse function theorem argument in order to prove
the existence of a genuine solution of Fgk(A) = 0 for large k.




where OP(E)(1) is the fibrewise hyperplane bundle, and k is our so-called adi-
abatic parameter. Having chosen this Kähler class, we are going to construct
a formal power series solution to the extremal metric equation
S(ω) = S +H(ω),
where S is the average scalar curvature of the metric ω, a topological in-
variant of the Kähler-class [ω]; and H is the Hamiltonian of the so-called
extremal vector field. This power series solution will be asymptotic to a
genuine solution of the equation. We will show via a parameter-dependent
inverse function theorem (IFT) argument that a genuine solution exists for
large k. Before we can use the IFT, we have to prove certain local esti-
mates, which will essentially be the standard Lp-estimates for the linearised
equation. The control of the constants appearing in those estimates will be
crucial in the sequel. Since we are going to use a local model and argue
by patching the local pieces together this won’t be trivial, see Section 6.2.
However we can adapt large parts of the analysis done by Fine in [F], to our
purposes in Chapter 6.
Moreover, in order to control the low eigenvalues of the linearised equa-
tion we will also need to prove global estimates, which are not accessible in
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the local model. These estimates will be knitted together from estimates for
the first eigenvalues of the d-and ∂-Laplacian. Denoting the formal inverse
of the linearised extremal metric equation by Ik, the estimates will have the
form
‖Ikφ‖ ≤ Ck3‖φ‖,
where the norms are chosen adequately. It is important to keep in mind,
that we have to prove all that dependent on the adiabatic parameter k.
After having established the global estimates as just mentioned, in Sec-
tion 6.3, it is possible to estimate the genuinely nonlinear terms of the ex-
tremal metric operator in a suitable way, see Section 6.4. With all that in
our hands, we will be able to conclude the proof by using the IFT, which
is done in Section 6.5. Finally, we collect the material needed to address
regularity and other questions in Section 6.6.
Summary of chapters
Part 1
In Chapter 1 we are going to provide some background about interpreting the
scalar curvature as a moment map from the space of compatible, integrable
almost complex structures on some Kähler manifold, to the dual of the Lie-
algebra of the exact symplectomorphism group of this manifold.
In Chapter 2 we are proving our first theorem, concerning the deforma-
tion of cscK metrics. We provide an outline of the results of classical defor-
mation theory of complex structures, and show how to adapt them to our
purposes. In the following section we construct the projected moment map,
mapping the finite dimensional deformation space to a finite dimensional
subspace of the dual of the Lie-algebra of the exact symplectomorphism
group. This will enable us in Section 2.4 to characterise the deformations
admitting a cscK-metric, in terms of GIT-stability.
Chapter 3 extends the results obtained in Chapter 2 to the case of de-
forming extremal Kähler metrics. After a short introduction to extremal
metrics, we will show how to characterise deformations admitting an ex-




In Chapter 4 we introduce the main problem of the second part of this
thesis: Finding extremal Kähler metrics on the total space of a projectivised
vector bundle, over a cscK-manifold having no holomorphic automorphisms,
P(E) → (M,ωM ). An outline of previous work is provided and relates our
problem to the ones treated by Fine and Hong in earlier works [F, Ho1, Ho2].
Several important results needed later on will also be proved in this Chapter.
The last subsection of Chapter 4 provides an outlook of how to construct
extremal metrics on the total space of a more general principal bundle, using
again the adiabatic limit.
Chapter 5 will tackle the problem of constructing the approximate solu-
tion for our adiabatic limit problem. This chapter is subdivided into three
sections treating the first, second and higher order approximate solutions.
The techniques used for constructing these approximate solutions are mainly
an analysis of certain linear elliptic operators. These linear elliptic opera-
tors show up in the linearisation of the extremal metric equation on Kähler
potentials, for the adiabatic Kähler classes
[ωk] = 2pic1
(OP(E)(1))+ k[ωM ].
Along the way, we will see how the Hamiltonian helps us to overcome the
difficulty of having to deal with an operator having non-trivial co-kernel.
The main result of Chapter 5 will be the construction of an approximate
power series solution of the extremal metric equation, being O(k−n−2)-close
to a genuine solution.
In Chapter 6 we will finish the proof of our existence result of extremal
metrics on P(E) → (M,ωM ). This chapter is subdivided into six sections,
and the analysis we do in this chapter is similar to the analysis in sections 4–7
of [F]. The first section contains a general discussion of the Inverse Function
Theorem (IFT), and a discussion of how to deal with the co-kernel of the
linearised extremal metric equation. The next section is devoted to proving
the standard elliptic estimates for the linearised extremal metric operator.
As already said above this is done by proving the estimates on a product
first, after that we will be able to obtain the estimates on P(E) by means
of a patching argument. Section 6.3 is concerned with controlling the low
eigenvalues of the linearised extremal metric operator. We will first prove
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the analogous estimates for the Lichnerowicz operator. Using a functional
analytic lemma showing that invertibility of bounded linear operators is an
open condition, we will be able to use the results obtained for the Lichnerow-
icz operator, in order to control the low eigenvalues of the linearised extremal
metric operator. The next section finds a Lipschitz bound for the genuinely
non-linear terms of the extremal metric equation. This is needed in order to
apply the Inverse Function Theorem 6.1. The proof of our main existence
result will be completed in Section 6.5. In this section we will draw on all the
work done in the previous sections. However, with all this material in our
hands, proving the results comes down to a pretty straightforward applica-
tion of the Inverse Function Theorem. Finally, Section 6.6 will deal with the
regularity questions needed to ensure that the solution found in the previous
sections is actually smooth and represents a genuine extremal metric, and
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The topic of this first part will be centered around the interplay between
cscK- and extremal Kähler metrics, Deformation-Theory and Moment Maps.
Our main problem in this first part will be an investigation of the Deformation-
Theory of Complex Structures on constant-scalar-curvature-Kähler (cscK)
manifolds, and also on more general extremal Kähler manifolds.
The main question will be: For which small deformations does a deformed
cscK- (or extremal) Kähler manifold again admit a cscK- (or extremal) met-
ric? If the manifold in question has no holomorphic vector fields, we can find
cscK-metrics on the deformed manifold for all small deformations. This can
be proven by an implicit function theorem argument (see e.g. [Bes]). How-
ever, if the isometry group is non-trivial, there will be small deformations
which don’t admit a cscK-metric anymore. Perhaps the most prominent of
these examples is the Mukai-Umemura-threefold. This Fano-threefold ad-
mits a Kähler-Einstein metric [D5]; however it has deformations having no
holomorphic vector fields, which don’t allow a cscK metric.
More generally, we are going to show that the deformations of a csc- or
extremal Kähler manifold allowing a cscK-metric or extremal metric, can be
characterised in terms of stability notions in the sense of geometric invariant
theory.
This information is contained in a Moment Map, of which we shall give
the precise definition now.
Definition 1.1 (Moment Map). Given a symplectic manifold (V,Ω), and a
group K acting on V which preserves the symplectic form Ω; a moment map
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with respect to Ω for the action of K is a map
µ : (V,Ω) −→ k∗,
to the dual of the Lie algebra of K, such that
d(〈µ, ξ〉) = ιξˆΩ, ∀ξ ∈ k, (1.1)
where ξˆ is the vector field induced by ξ.
If such a moment map exists and is moreover equivariant, one also says
that the action of K on V is Hamiltonian.
In our setting this group will be the identity component of the group
of exact symplectomorphisms of (M,ω), G = Ham0(M,ω); and V will be
the invariant Kähler (sub-)manifold of compatible, integrable almost complex
structures on M
V ≡ J int(M,ω) ⊂ J (M,ω).
By compatible we mean compatible with the Kähler form ω.
Remark. We shall often use the abbreviation J for J int(M,ω).
This space carries the structure of an infinite dimensional Kähler
(sub-)manifold, whose Kähler form we are going to denote by Ω. More
precisely: the tangent space TJJ of J (M,ω) at a point J can be identified
with the T 1,0-valued 1-forms ψ ∈ Ω0,1(T 1,0M) satisfying
ω(ψX, Y ) + ω(X,ψY ) = 0.
This tangent space has a natural complex structure and an L2-inner product,
giving J (M,ω) the structure of an infinite dimensional Kähler manifold.
The group G naturally acts on J int(M,ω) preserving its Kähler structure.
In [D1] it was shown that there exists an equivariant moment map,
µ :
(J int(M,ω),Ω)→ g∗ ∼= C∞0 (M,R),
(with g∗ being the dual of the Lie algebra of G; and the identification g∗ ∼=
C∞0 being obtained via the Hamiltonian construction) for the action of G on
J int(M,ω) given by
µ(J) = Scal(J, ω)− S.
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Here Scal(J, ω) is the hermitian scalar curvature, which was defined in [D1],














the average of the scalar curvature of (M,ω). Hence, if J is a zero of this
moment map, then (J, ω) defines a cscK-metric.
We shall now introduce two operators which will play a crucial role in
the sequel. At a point J ∈ J , the infinitesimal action of g ∼= g∗ ∼= C∞0 (M,R)
is given by
D : C∞0 (M)→ TJJ ,
where the operator D is defined by
D = ∂XH , (1.2)
where XH is the vector field associated to the Hamiltonian function H.
The second operator is the derivative (linearisation) of the hermitian scalar
curvature map, when we fix ω and vary the complex structure J
JD∗ : TJJ → C∞0 (M),
which was proven in [D1]. It should be noted, that the moment map condi-
tion (1.1), can be re-written as
〈JD∗v,H〉L2 = Ω(v,DH).
In the sequel, we will focus on applying some general principles from finite
dimensional Geometric Invariant Theory [MFK], to this infinite-dimensional
setting. We will reduce our problem to a finite dimensional one, using
Kodaira-Spencer deformation theory of complex structures. This will shed
light on the question when the deformation of a given cscK manifold (M,ω, J)
with non-trivial Hamiltonian isometry group, will again admit a cscK-metric.
This technique is not only limited to the cscK-case. The same could be done
using the curvature functional in Yang-Mills-theory as our moment map,




In this chapter we are going to formulate the main ideas and prove the
theorems which form the core of this first part.
2.1 Preparations
This section will give an introduction to the main ideas, and how they are
employed in the subsequent sections.
As already said, in [D1] it was shown that the hermitian scalar cur-
vature is a moment map for the action of the identity component of the
exact symplectomorphism-group G = Ham0(M,ω) on the space of compat-
ible integrable almost-complex structures J of our compact Kähler manifold
(M,ω, J).
The following assumptions will be made throughout Part I.
Assumption.
• In the sequel we will always assume that the first Betti-number b1(M) =
0. This implies that all symplectomorphisms in the component of the
identity will be exact (Hamiltonian), cf. [T1]. Thus G = Ham0(M,ω) =
Symp0(M,ω).
• We shall also assume that H2(OM ) = 0.
• Moreover, we will assume that H2(M,TM) = 0, so (M,J) will have
unobstructed deformations.
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The stabiliser of J ∈ J under the action of G will be denoted by H.
This group is the group of Hamiltonian isometries of the Kähler manifold
(M,ω, J), i.e. H = Ham0(M,ω) ∩ Isom0(M,ω).
Lemma 2.1. The kernel of the Lichnerowicz operator D∗D : C∞0 (M,R)→
C∞0 (M,R) is isomorphic to the space of hamiltonian Killing fields (with re-
spect to ω) on (M,J, ω). Moreover, this operator is fourth order linear-
elliptic, hence kerD∗D is finite dimensional.
Proof. This is a standard result of Kähler geometry, cf. Theorem 1 and
Proposition 1 in [LS2].
Using this Lemma, the Lie-algebra of H can be identified (cf. [FM], or
Proposition 1 in [LS2]) with h ∼= h∗ = {f ∈ C∞0 (M,R) |Df = 0} (of course,
this identification depends on the metric ω), which is a finite dimensional
subspace of C∞0 (M,R).
In Section 2.3 we are going to use a functional analytic result, in order to
construct an H-equivariant moment map between finite dimensional spaces
µ ◦ ϕ : W → h∗, (2.1)
called the projected moment map in the rest of Part I. The map ϕ will be
an H-equivariant map from our deformation space W ⊂ H1, i.e. a small
open neighbourhood of 0 in H1, to a neighbourhood of J ∈ J , analogous
to the classical Kodaira-Spencer map in the deformation-theory of complex
structures. The space W will obtain a Kähler form by pullback under the
map ϕ from (J ,Ω), and one can identify H1 ∼= T0W .
The projected moment map (2.1) is indeed an equivariant moment map
for the pullback-action of the group H on (W,ϕ∗Ω), induced by the action
of H on J .
Lemma 2.2. The projected moment map µ◦ϕ is an equivariant moment map
for the pullback action of H on (W,ϕ∗Ω), where ϕ∗Ω(·, ·) := Ω(dϕ(·), dϕ(·))
is the pullback Kähler form.
Proof. Since ϕ is an H-equivariant map, we compute using the chain rule
d〈µ ◦ ϕ, ξ〉 = 〈dµ ◦ dϕ, ξ〉 = ιdϕ(ξˆ)Ω = Ω(dϕ(ξˆ), ·) = ϕ∗Ω(ξˆ, ·),
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where we used that µ is a moment map for the (subgroup) action of H on
(J ,Ω) and H acts by pullback on W .
The moment map µ◦ϕ encodes information about for which small defor-
mations of the complex structure J , the manifold M admits a cscK metric
in the Kähler class of ω. These deformations – which are just the zeros of
µ ◦ ϕ – will be characterised in Section 2.4 in terms of GIT-stability. This
result is similar to the classical theorem of Kempf-Ness, which characterises
zeros of a moment map in terms of stability (cf. [KN]). However, our situ-
ation here will be different. Our deformation space W is non-compact and
it is endowed with a non-flat Kähler metric ϕ∗Ω, thus we can’t apply the
Kempf-Ness theorem directly.
With all these constructions in our hands, our main result of Part I will
be:
Main Theorem. Let (M,J, ω) be a cscK-manifold, satisfying the assump-
tions on page 19. Given a small deformation Jv of the complex structure,
that is represented by some v ∈ W which is polystable for the local Hc ac-
tion; then (Jv, ωv) represents again a cscK metric on M , for some ωv in the
same Kähler-class as ω.
In a recent paper G. Székelyhidi proved similar results and showed how
they apply to the study of Kähler-Ricci-flow [Sz2].
2.2 The map ϕ′ and the deformation complex
We shall now construct the map ϕ′ by applying the Ehresmann theorem and
the theory of Kodaira-Spencer.
The deformation complex
We start with a cscK manifold (M,J, ω), satisfying the assumptions on page
19, where J is integrable.
From the classical theory of Kodaira-Spencer, we know that the defor-
mation theory of complex structures is governed by the elliptic deformation
complex
Γ(T 1,0)
∂−→ Ω0,1(T 1,0) ∂−→ Ω0,2(T 1,0). (2.2)
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In accordance with the notation used above, we shall denote the first coho-
mology group of this complex by
H1 := H1(T 1,0) = {v ∈ Ω0,1(T 1,0) | ∂∗v = ∂v = 0}.
This is a finite dimensional vector space, since it is the kernel of the elliptic
operator  = ∂∂∗ + ∂∗∂ (cf. [K, Ku]).
For detailed proofs of the material outlined in this paragraph, we refer
to Kodaira’s book [K]; and to the proofs of the main theorems in the article
of Kuranishi [Ku].
The family of deformations
From the classical Kodaira-Spencer deformation theory [K], we know that
(small) deformations of a complex manifold (M,J) can be encoded in a
(smooth, proper, versal) family of complex manifolds
pi : V →W, (2.3)
where pi is a smooth, proper morphism and pi−1(0) = (M,J); with V being
a (connected) complex manifold. In the sequel, we restrict the discussion to
a small (open) neighbourhood of 0 ∈W .
Definition 2.1 (Deformation space). We shall define the deformation space
as a small (open) neighbourhood of 0 ∈ W . By abuse of notation we shall
denote this small (open) neighbourhood also by W .
Theorem 2.1 (Ehresmann fibration theorem). Let pi : V →W be a smooth
proper family of differentiable manifolds. If the base-space W is connected,
then all the fibres are diffeomorphic.
Proof. The proof given here is taken from proposition 6.2.2 in [Huy].
Connecting any two points of the base-space by an arc, we can restrict
to the case of the base being an interval (−ε, 1 + ε). Now we shall show that
the fibres M0 and M1 are diffeomorphic. Locally in V, the (smooth, proper)
morphism pi looks like a projection Rdim(M)+1 → R and therefore we can lift
the vector field ∂/∂v on W to V, as follows.
There exist finitely many open subsets Ui ⊂ V covering the fibre M0,
such that ∂/∂v can be lifted to a vector field Xi on Ui. Using a partition of
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unity, one constructs a vector field X on
⋃
Ui, that projects to ∂/∂v on an
open neighbourhood of 0 ∈ (−ε, 1 + ε).
Since the morphism pi proper, there exists a point v0 > 0 such that Mv0
is contained in
⋃
Ui. Since [0, 1] is compact, it suffices to show that M0 and
Mv0 are diffeomorphic. The flow of the vector field X gives a diffeomorphism
M0 →Mv0 , and we conclude.
Assuming the base space W to be connected1, we can use Ehresmann’s
fibration theorem to choose a diffeomorphism such that for v ∈ W with
0 ≤ |v| < ε
V ∼= M ×W,
as a family of differentiable manifolds. Thus, v ∈ W can be considered
to parametrise the deformations of complex structures on the differentiable
manifold M up to diffeomorphism, and we write pi−1(v) = (M,Jv).
Throughout the whole Part I we want to consider deformations Jv of the
complex structure J of (M,ω, J), such that (Jv, ωv) is a Kähler metric on
M , for ωv some Kähler-form with ωv ∈ [ω] (i.e. it is in the same Kähler class
as the original Kähler form). From the stability theorem of Kodaira-Spencer
(section 6 in [KS]) we know that for all small v ∈ W , (Jv, ωv) will define a
Kähler metric on M . Because we assumed H2(OM ) = 0, we can moreover
assume that ωv ∈ [ω], i.e. ωv will be in the same Kähler class as ω.
By the ∂∂-Poincaré-lemma, we can write
ωv = ω + i∂∂gv (2.4)
for a C∞-function gv depending on v ∈W , since ωv and ω are cohomologous.
In the classical Kodaira-Spencer deformation theory of complex struc-
tures the condition H2(M,TM) = 0, which we assume throughout, ensures
that (M,J) has unobstructed deformations and its deformation space W
(the base-space of the family) is smooth.




An application of the Ehresmann theorem 2.1 shows, that the finite-dimensional,
connected base-space W of the (smooth, proper) family (2.3) parametrises
deformations of complex structures on the manifold (M,J) up to diffeomor-
phism, since for all v ∈ W with 0 ≤ |v| < ε we have a complex structure
Jv on the (differentiable) manifold M (again, we assume H2(M,TM) = 0).
Thus for 0 ≤ |v| < ε and Jv close to J we can find an equivariant (with
respect to the isometry group), holomorphic map
κ : W → J int(M), (2.5)
which parametrises complex structures Jv close to J modulo diffeomorphism,
by elements v ∈W .
Remark. The equivariance of the map κ follows from the fact that the
identification V ∼= M ×W , obtained via Ehresmann’s theorem 2.1, can be
done equivariantly with respect to the isometry group of M .
We now want to construct an H-equivariant holomorphic map
ϕ′ : W → J int(M,ω), (2.6)
which parametrises for small v ∈W compatible complex structures Jv close
to J modulo exact symplectomorphisms (equivariance of ϕ′, with respect to
the Hamiltonian isometry group H, follows as in the remark above). In order
to achieve this, we will now symplectically trivialise the family (2.3) and use
the existence of the map κ from (2.5).
We already know that we can trivialise the smooth proper family (2.3)
by Ehresmann’s fibration theorem as a family of differentiable manifolds. To
achieve the symplectic trivialisation, we will employ Moser’s lemma.
Lemma 2.3 (Moser’s lemma). Assume that [ω0] = [ω1] and that the 2-form
ωt = (1 − t)ω0 + tω1 is symplectic for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Then there exists an
isotopy ρ : M × R→M such that ρ∗tωt = ω0 for all t ∈ [0, 1]. In particular,
ρ1 : M →M satisfies ρ∗1ω1 = ω0.
ρ being an isotopy means that each ρt : M →M is a diffeomorphism and
ρ0 = idM . The homotopy invariance of deRham cohomology gives that [ωt]
is independent of t, thus [ωt] = [ω1] = [ω0].
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Proof. For the proof see theorem 7.2 in [CdS].
Proposition 2.1 (Symplectic version of Ehresmann’s theorem). Let pi : V →
W be the (smooth proper) family (2.3). As W is assumed to be connected,
all fibres are symplectomorphic.
Proof. Having made the identification V ∼= M ×W as a family of differen-
tiable manifolds via Theorem 2.1, we can apply Moser’s lemma directly to
the differentiable manifold M endowed with the symplectic forms ωv with
v ∈W .
As the symplectic forms ωv, ω are cohomologous as in Equation (2.4),
an application of Lemma 2.3 gives the existence of a symplectomorphism
ρ : (M,ωv)→ (M,ω).
In particular, the smooth proper family (2.3) can be locally trivialised as
a family of symplectic manifolds. Using the existence of the map κ : S →
J int(M) from (2.5), we obtain the following
Proposition 2.2. For a small neighbourhood around the origin in W , there
exists an H-equivariant, holomorphic map
ϕ′ : W → J int(M,ω),
parametrising compatible complex structures Jv close to J by elements v ∈
W , modulo exact symplectomorphism.
2.3 Reduction to finite dimensions
Since we want the moment map µ ◦ ϕ′ to have image in h∗, which is finite-
dimensional, we will now employ a perturbation argument. This will perturb
the map ϕ′ to a new map ϕ, such that µ ◦ ϕ has image in h∗.
In this section we will only sketch the argument without providing all
details; and for a more detailed discussion we refer to [Sz2] (section 3 in the
arXiv-version). The main ingredient will be the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Let Γ : U → V be a smooth map between Banach spaces
U, V ; with the property that L = dΓ|0 is a Fredholm operator. If we choose
complements
U = kerL⊕ U0, V = ImL⊕ V0,
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then there are a diffeomorphism ψ of U and a smooth map α : U → V0 such
that
Γ ◦ ψ−1(x) = Lx+ α(x) ∈ ImL⊕ V0 = V.
The map L+ α is called locally right equivalent to Γ.
Proof. For a proof see section 4.2.4 in [DK], or the paper [S].
In particular, this proposition shows how to find a finite dimensional
model for the zero-set of Γ. Under a diffeomorphism of U it is taken to the
zero-set of the map
α|kerL : kerL→ V0 ∼= cokerL,
which has finite dimensional image.
As we already inferred above, the Lie algebra h ∼= h∗ can be identified
with the kernel of the operator D in C∞0 (M,R). We will denote the L2-
complement of h∗ in C∞0 (M,R) by h∗comp. As h∗ is finite-dimensional, we get
the decomposition
C∞0 (M,R) = h∗ ⊕ h∗comp.
The following general facts about moment maps are also needed to carry
out the perturbation argument.
A general phenomenon for moment maps (1.1) is that regular points of
µ−1(0) have no automorphisms, whereas for non-regular points x ∈ µ−1(0)
the co-kernel of dµ is Lie(Stab(x))∗, i.e. the dual of the Lie algebra of the
stabiliser subgroup of x ∈ V . There are two exact sequences
TxV
dµ−→ k∗ −→ Lie(Stab(x))∗ −→ 0,
and its dual
0 −→ Lie(Stab(x)) −→ k m−→ T ∗xV,
where the map m is given by the infinitesimal action and contraction with
the symplectic form. Therefore, cokerdµ|x = Lie(Stab(x))∗.
As said above, the Hamiltonian isometry group H is the stabiliser of
J ∈ J . Since the projected moment map is obtained by pulling back the
scalar curvature moment map to W and H acts by pullback, we can use the
two exact sequences and Proposition 2.3 to perturb ϕ′ to a new map ϕ, such
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that µ ◦ ϕ has image in h∗. (Here, Proposition 2.3 is applied to: L = dµ,
U = TJJ , V = C∞0 (M,R) with V0 = h∗ and ImL = h∗comp.)
This will also change the deformation space W by a diffeomorphism to a
new deformation space, which by abuse of notation we denote again by W ,
such that
µ ◦ ϕ : (W,ϕ∗Ω)→ h∗.
Theorem 2.2. For W a small neighbourhood of 0 in H1 endowed with the
pullback Kähler form ϕ∗Ω,
µ ◦ ϕ : (W,ϕ∗Ω)→ h∗
is a moment map between finite dimensional spaces for the pullback-action
of H on W . (ϕ∗Ω is the Kähler form induced on W by pullback under ϕ of
the Kähler form Ω on J , thus it is also invariant under the action H yW .)
2.4 Proof of the Main Theorem and conclusion
Let again H be the group of Hamiltonian isometries of (M,J, ω), and H1
be the first cohomology group of the deformation complex (2.2) from above.
In this section, we will prove an approximate version of the Kempf-Ness-
theorem, Proposition 2.4, which will also work in our non-compact, non-flat
space (W,ϕ∗Ω).
Since we don’t have a genuine action of the complexification Hc of H on
W , we introduce the notion of a local action.
Definition 2.2. Let h be the Lie-algebra of H. For a sufficiently small
element ξ ∈ h we define the local action of Hc yW by
W 3 v 7→ eiξv, (2.7)
where "sufficiently small" means that eiξv ∈ W . An orbit of v ∈ W with
respect to this local action of Hc will be called an Hc-orbit.
Remark. The (local) actions ofH,Hc onW are just the linear ones induced
by the actions onH1 = T0W , whereH1 was identified with the tangent space
at the origin T0W of W . (Remember: W ⊂ H1 is a small (open) neighbour-
hood of zero in H1 ∼= CN , endowed with the non-flat metric induced by
ϕ∗Ω.)
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Alternatively, we could define the local action by considering equivalence
classes in W defined by the intersections of Hc-orbits with W .
In our context, polystability will mean that the orbit of v under the action
of Hc is closed in H1.
Proposition 2.4. Let W be again a small neighbourhood of zero in H1
endowed with a non-flat metric (as above), and let v ∈ W be polystable for
the Hc-action on H1. Then there exists v0 ∈ W in the Hc-orbit of v such
that (µ ◦ ϕ)(v0) = 0.
This means, that if we deform the manifold (M,J, ω) by a deformation
represented by some element v ∈W , whose orbit for the Hc-action is closed
in H1; then there exists a Kähler-form ωv with ωv ∈ [ω] on the deformed
manifold (M,Jv), such that (Jv, ωv) represents a cscK-metric.
Proof of Proposition 2.4. We will prove this by showing, that by assumption
we are actually "close enough" to the flat case in order to conclude by a
standard argument. We shall again identify T0W = H1 ∼= CN .
Our strategy is to find a critical point (minimum) of some norm-function
in a complex orbit; which in turn is a zero of our moment map µ ◦ ϕ. The
Kempf-Ness-theorem [KN] was proved along the same lines. We define our
norm function in terms of its variation
δfω(v) = 〈i(µ ◦ ϕ)(v), ξ〉, (2.8)
where 〈·, ·〉 is the dual pairing between hc and hc∗.
Since the metric ϕ∗Ω on W is Kähler, we know that it osculates every-
where to order two with the flat (Euclidean) metric (cf. p. 107 in [GH]). As
W is a small neighbourhood of zero in H1, we can write this metric on W
in terms of a local, H-invariant Kähler potential ψ = |v|2/2 +O(|v3|) as
ϕ∗Ω = i∂∂ψ = i∂∂
(|v|2/2 +O(|v3|)) , (2.9)
where as usual, O(|v3|) is used to denote
∣∣ψ(v)− |v|2/2∣∣ ≤ C|v|3,
in C0-norm for some constant C. (The H-invariance of ψ can always be
achieved by averaging over the (local) action ofH onW .) Using the following
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formula, where ξˆ is the vector field on W induced by ξ ∈ h,






we see that our norm-function is (locally) just given by the H-invariant
Kähler potential ψ on W .
Remark. For a proof of Equation (2.10), see Lemma 3 in [HHL].
Define Bε := {|ψ(v)| < ε}, where ε is small enough such that Bε ⊂ W ;
and denote the closure of Bε by Bε (which is compact). Let’s denote the
closed Hc-orbit of v ∈ W , intersecting Bε, by O. As O is closed, O ∩ Bε is
compact. Since ψ is a continuous function satisfying (2.9), the minimum of
ψ|O∩Bε (i.e. ψ restricted to O ∩ Bε) exists because of the compactness of
O ∩Bε, and lies in Bε ⊂W (the interior of Bε) by the definition of Bε.
From Equation (2.10) we infer that µ◦ϕ has a zero in O if ψ has a critical
point on O. As we just showed, this critical point (minimum) exists and lies
in W under the assumptions of Proposition 2.4; therefore we found v0 ∈ W
in the closed Hc-orbit of v with (µ ◦ ϕ)(v0) = 0.
Putting the material from above together, we obtain our main theorem
of Chapter 2:
Main Theorem. Let (M,J, ω) be a cscK-manifold, satisfying the assump-
tions on page 19. Given a small deformation Jv of the complex structure,
that is represented by some v ∈ W which is polystable for the local Hc ac-
tion; then (Jv, ωv) represents again a cscK metric on M , for some ωv in the
same Kähler-class as ω. 
A famous example to test our main theorem is the Mukai-Umemura-
threefold (cf. [Ti1]). For a detailed discussion of this threefold and its
deformations, along with applications of our main theorem, we refer to the





In this chapter, we apply the results from the previous chapter to the prob-
lem of deforming extremal Kähler metrics; and provide general background
material on extremal Kähler metrics.
3.1 Background on extremal Kähler metrics
The notion of an extremal Kähler metric was first introduced by Calabi









in some Kähler-class [ω], where Scal(ω) denotes the scalar curvature, and
S its average. In this chapter, we will investigate the deformation theory
of general extremal Kähler metrics, which are not cscK. In this chapter,
the Kähler manifold (M,ω, J) shall carry an extremal, non-cscK metric.
Of course, cscK-metrics are automatically extremal Kähler metrics. The
converse is not always true, the first examples of extremal, non-cscK -metrics
were constructed by Calabi on Hirzebruch surfaces in Section 3 of [C1].
Definition 3.1 (Extremal Kähler metric). A Kähler metric ω ∈ [ω] on a
compact complex manifold (M,J) is called extremal if it is a (non-minimal)
critical point of the Calabi-functional (3.1).
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Definition 3.2 (Reduced Automorphism Group). We define the reduced au-
tomorphism group Autred(M,J) to be the subgroup of Aut(M,J) generated
by (real) holomorphic vector fields with non-trivial zero-set on (M,J).
Suppose we are given an extremal Kähler manifold (M,J, ω). By a the-
orem of Calabi (Theorem 3 in [C2]) this Kähler metric is invariant un-
der a maximal compact subgroup H of the reduced automorphism group
Autred(M,J); and H is the group of Hamiltonian isometries of (M,J, ω),
i.e. H = Ham0(M,ω) ∩ Isom0(M,ω) which shall be fixed (Ham0(M,ω) is
the group of Hamiltonian (exact) symplectomorphisms, and Isom0(M,ω) is
the isometry group of (M,ω)).
Moreover, any H-invariant Kähler metric ω ∈ [ω] will have H as a group
of Hamiltonian isometries, and its Lie-algebra h is the space of Hamiltonian
Killing vector fields for any H-invariant Kähler metric ω ∈ [ω] (cf. section
4.13 in [G] or the introduction and section 1 of [FM]). The key point is that
Hamiltonian isometries in H remain Hamiltonian isometries as we vary ω
amongst H-invariant Kähler metrics in [ω].
Therefore, we will restrict in this Chapter to H-invariant deformations
of (M,J, ω) parametrised by a deformation space U .
A criterion for the existence of a cscK-metric, in a Kähler-class admitting
an extremal metric, is given by the following theorem of Calabi and Futaki
in terms of the so-called Futaki invariant F(V, [ω]) (V is a vector field in
the Lie-algebra of the reduced automorphism group). The most important
property of the Futaki invariant is, that it depends only on the Kähler class
[ω] and not on the Kähler form ω.
Theorem 3.1 (Calabi/Futaki). Let (M,J, ω) be a compact complex Kähler
manifold, and let [ω] be the Kähler class of an extremal Kähler metric ω.
Then ω is cscK if and only if F(V, [ω]) = 0, for all vector fields V in the
Lie-algebra of the reduced automorphism group.
Proof. For a proof, see Theorem 4 in [C2].
It follows from Theorem 3.1, that if there exists an extremal metric with
non-constant scalar curvature in a Kähler-class [ω], then there cannot ex-
ist a second extremal metric in the same Kähler-class with constant scalar
curvature. This observation shows us, that we cannot deform an extremal
Kähler metric in a fixed Kähler-class to a cscK-metric.
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Definition 3.3 (Futaki-Mabuchi inner product). We define an inner product
〈·, ·〉 on the Lie-algebra of Hamiltonian Killing vector fields h of the (com-
pact) Kähler manifold (M,J, ω) as follows1. Given any two Hamiltonian
Killing vector fields Xf , Xg ∈ h and their corresponding (mean-value zero)
Hamiltonian functions f, g ∈ C∞0 (M,R), then







It can be shown that this inner product on fixed vector fields in h depends
only on the Kähler-class [ω] and not on the choice of ω ∈ [ω]; however the
functions f, g will vary as we vary ω ∈ [ω]. Moreover, it is positive definite
on h (cf. Theorems A and C in [FM]).
Therefore by duality, one makes the following definition.
Definition 3.4 (Extremal vector field). For all V ∈ h we define the extremal
vector field XH[ω] ∈ h, as the vector field satisfying
F(V, [ω]) = 〈XH[ω], V 〉, (3.3)
where F(V, [ω]) denotes again the Futaki-invariant. The extremal vector field
XH[ω] depends only on the Kähler-class and the Hamiltonian isometry group
H, in particular it is independent of the choice of an H-invariant Kähler
metric ω ∈ [ω] (cf. Corollary D in [FM]).
Remark. It was also shown by Futaki-Mabuchi that XH[ω] lies in the centre
of h and generates a torus action (cf. Theorem F in [FM]).
Calabi computed the Euler-Lagrange equation to his functional (3.1) in
[C1] and it is given by (g is the metric corresponding to ω)
L∇gScal(g)J = 0, (3.4)
i.e. ∇gScal(g) is the real part of a holomorphic section of T 1,0M (where
L denotes the Lie-derivative). As extremal Kähler metrics are invariant
under a maximal compact subgroup of the (reduced) automorphism group,
one can reduce the order of this equation as follows: According to [C1],
1In fact, this inner product can be defined on the whole Lie-algebra of the reduced
automorphism group. However, for us it is sufficient to define it on h.
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a Kähler metric ω (invariant under a maximal compact subgroup of the
reduced automorphism group) in the Kähler class [ω] is extremal, if
Scal(ω) = S +H(ω), (3.5)
where H(ω) is a (mean-value zero) Hamiltonian for a Hamiltonian Killing
vector field (in the Lie-algebra of the Hamiltonian isometry group h) with
respect to ω.
In fact, if Equation (3.5) is satisfied for a Kähler metric ω (invariant
under a maximal compact subgroup of the reduced automorphism group),
then H(ω) is the (mean-value zero) Hamiltonian of the extremal vector field













= 〈XH[ω], V 〉, (3.6)
where HV denotes the (mean-value zero) Hamiltonian of any Hamiltonian
Killing vector field V ∈ h.
3.2 Deformations of extremal Kähler manifolds
As main result in this chapter, we will get a result similar to our main
theorem from Chapter 2. Throughout this section, we will make the same
assumptions as on page 19.
For the definition of relative polystability we refer to Definition 3.6 below.
(The new deformation space U will also be defined below.)
Theorem. Let (M,J, ω) be an extremal Kähler-manifold, satisfying the as-
sumptions on page 19. Given a small deformation Jv of the complex struc-
ture, that is represented by some v ∈ U which is polystable for the local Hc
action relative to a maximal torus T ⊂ Hv in its compact stabiliser group
Hv; then (Jv, ωv) represents again an extremal Kähler metric on M , for
some H-invariant ωv in the same Kähler-class as ω.
In contrast to the deformation theory of cscK-manifolds developed in
Chapter 2, we will restrict to H-invariant deformations of (M,J).
Definition 3.5. We define U as the subset of the deformation space W
(defined in Definition 2.1 above) that parametrisesH-invariant deformations
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of (M,J) (in particular U will again be a small neighbourhood of 0 in some
cohomology group H1 endowed with a non-flat metric). I.e. for any v ∈ U
we can find ωv such that (Jv, ωv) defines an H-invariant Kähler metric on
M . (We assume U to be connected, restricting to the connected component
of the origin if necessary.)
As in Chapter 2, we construct1 a map ϕ (which we call again ϕ by abuse
of notation) such that we obtain again the projected moment map
µ ◦ ϕ : (U,ϕ∗Ω)→ h∗, (3.7)
where Ω is the Kähler form on the space of integrable, compatible, H-
invariant almost complex structures on (M,ω): J intH (M,ω); and ϕ∗Ω is the
Kähler form on U induced by pullback under the map ϕ.
By general theory, we can again identify the tangent space at the origin
of U with some cohomology group, T0U = H1.
Remark. The deformation complex is now the H-invariant analogue of the
deformation complex (2.2). However, this won’t be crucial for the develop-
ments in this chapter.
We now want to do the same as in the cscK-case: characterising de-
formations of an extremal Kähler manifold which again admit an extremal
Kähler-metric, in terms of GIT-stability. Therefore, we will need a GIT-
characterisation of critical, non-minimal points of the norm-squared of a
moment map. Such a result was proven by G. Székelyhidi in his Ph.D.-
thesis [Sz1], and we state it here without proof.
Lemma 3.1. Given a Kähler manifold (X,ω) with [ω] ∈ H1,1(X)∩H2(X,Z)
and a K-equivariant moment map µ : X → k∗, x ∈ X is a critical point2 of
f = ‖µ(x)‖2 iff the vector field induced by µ(x) on X, vanishes at x. If this
critical point x ∈ X is non-minimal, then µ(x) generates a circle subgroup
of K which fixes x.
Proof. For a detailed discussion and the proof, see Lemma 3.3 in [Sz1].
The last statement of the lemma is only valid, if we have an integral
Kähler class [ω] ∈ H1,1(X) ∩H2(X,Z). If we drop this assumption, we will
1The construction is exactly the same as before, as U ⊂W is a connected subspace.
2When talking of an extremal/critical point, we will always mean a critical point of
the norm squared of the moment map ‖µ‖2.
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only get a torus action of the vector field induced by µ(x) on X, for some
critical point x. However, this assumption is not essential and the proof from
[Sz1] works without any alterations, for non-integral Kähler-classes and the
more general torus action.
As we want to characterise orbits of critical points of the projected mo-
ment map µ ◦ ϕ on the deformation space U in terms of GIT-stability, we
cannot guarantee that the Kähler metric induced on U lies in an integral
Kähler class. In case it does, the proofs of the theorems below go through
without any alterations and the only difference is that the vector field in-
duced by µ ◦ ϕ on U generates a circle- instead of a torus-action.
Remark. Due to the non-compactness of our deformation space U , we are
facing the same problem as above in the cscK-case: we will have to work
again locally, as in Section 2.4, in order to apply a deformation theoretic
argument: Again, we will use Definition 2.2 for the local action.
In Chapter 2 we saw, how our projected moment map µ ◦ ϕ : W → h∗
gave a local description of the zero set of the scalar curvature. Using the
projected moment map, we also have a local model of the critical points of
the norm-squared of the scalar curvature. This enables us to proceed as
in the sections on cscK-metrics above. Therefore, we need an extension of
Proposition 2.4, in order to characterise critical, non-minimal points.
The required theorem was already proven by G. Székelyhidi in his thesis
[Sz1], as an extension of the Kempf-Ness theorem. He characterised (non-
minimal) critical points of the norm-squared of a moment map in terms of
GIT-stability. We have to make some definitions first, before we can state the
theorem itself. For more details about the groups and Lie-algebras defined
below, we refer to [Sz1].
For a torus T in H with Lie algebra t, we define two subalgebras of h by
hT := {α ∈ h | [α, β] = 0, ∀β ∈ t}, (3.8)
hT⊥ := {α ∈ hT | 〈α, β〉 = 0, ∀β ∈ t} ⊂ hT , (3.9)
where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the Killing-form.
We denote the corresponding connected compact subgroups of H by HT
and HT⊥ . HT is the identity component of the centraliser of T , and HT⊥ ∼=
HT /T . The corresponding complexified groups and Lie-algebras are denoted








We can now state the stability condition, which will be crucial for char-
acterising (non-minimal) critical points.
Definition 3.6. Let T be a torus in H, which fixes v ∈ U . We say that v is
polystable relative to T if it is polystable for the action of Hc
T⊥ on H
1.
By the Remark on page 27, the induced (local) actions of the compact
and complexified groups on U , are again the linear ones induced by the
actions on H1 = T0U ; and the stabiliser groups (and Lie-algebras) of v ∈ U
are again scale-invariant.
As analogue of Proposition 2.4 we obtain
Theorem 3.2. v ∈ U is in the Hc
T⊥-orbit of a non-minimal critical point of
the projected moment map µ ◦ ϕ : (U,ϕ∗Ω) → h∗, if it is polystable relative
to a maximal torus in the stabiliser subgroup Hv of v ∈ U : T ⊂ Hv.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. This proof follows the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [Sz1].
By assumption, v is polystable for the action ofHc
T⊥ onH
1, for a maximal
torus in the stabiliser group T ⊂ Hv. We are given our maximal compact
subgroup H of Hc, which contains T ; and HT⊥ is also a maximal compact
subgroup of Hc
T⊥ . Using the polystability assumption on v, Proposition 2.4
implies that ∃s ∈ Hc
T⊥ such that u = sv is in the kernel of the corresponding
moment map (µ◦ϕ)T⊥ with u ∈ U (that u lies inside U can be seen the same
way as in the proof of Proposition 2.4 above). The moment map (µ ◦ ϕ)T⊥
is obtained by composing the orthogonal projection pT⊥ : h∗ → h∗T⊥ with
µ ◦ ϕ.
So for the moment map corresponding to H, (µ ◦ ϕ)(u) is contained in
t, as (µ ◦ ϕ)T⊥ = pT⊥(µ ◦ ϕ), and therefore fixes u. But, this is just what it
needs to ensure that u is a non-minimal critical point by Lemma 3.1.
As main result of Chapter 3 we have
Theorem 3.3. Let (M,J, ω) be an extremal Kähler-manifold, satisfying the
assumptions on page 19. Given a small deformation Jv of the complex struc-
ture, that is represented by some v ∈ U which is polystable for the local Hc
action relative to a maximal torus T ⊂ Hv in its compact stabiliser group
Hv; then (Jv, ωv) represents again an extremal Kähler metric on M , for
some H-invariant ωv in the same Kähler-class as ω.
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Part II





In this section we will give an overview of the problem we are considering
and introduce some notation.
Previous work
Constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics (cscK in the sequel) on projec-
tivised vector bundles were first constructed by Y.-J. Hong. In his paper
[Ho1], Hong considered the case of a cscK base-manifold (M,ωM ) with no
holomorphic automorphisms; and a slope-stable holomorphic vector bundle
E → M endowed with a Hermitian-Yang-Mills-connection, over it. We de-
note by L∗ → P(E) the fibrewise hyperplane bundle OP(E)(1) over our ruled
manifold. The Hermitian-Yang-Mills-connection ∇ on E induces a Hermi-
tian connection ∇L∗ on the line bundle L∗; and we denote its curvature form
by F∇L
∗
. Hong then used the technique of an adiabatic limit to construct a








+ k · pi∗ωM
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+ k · pi∗ωM
already gives an asymptotic cscK-metric on P(E). It is because of this prop-
erty, that Hong can proceed by finding a formal power series solution to the
cscK-equation on P(E), which will be O(k−s)-close (in a suitable norm) to
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a genuine solution, for an integer s > 0 arbitrarily large. Obtaining suitable
estimates for the cscK-equation on P(E) and applying standard elliptic-PDE-
theory, Hong is able to deduce the existence of a genuine cscK-metric on P(E)
by using an inverse function theorem argument.
The technique relies essentially on the bundle E being slope-stable and
therefore also simple (i.e. it only has endomorphisms of the form λ · idE ,
with λ ∈ C∗ and idE the identity endomorphism). The simplicity of the
vector bundle E is reflected in the linearisation of the cscK-equation on
P(E) having no co-kernel. This is remarkable since the fibres CPrk(E)−1 of
P(E) have Hamiltonian isometries. This is an issue, since on a compact cscK
manifold (M,ω) we can flow the metric ω along a Hamiltonian Killing vector
field ϑ, and get a family of cohomologous cscK-metrics.
But, using E being simple, none of these holomorphic vector fields are
induced by a global holomorphic vector field, hence there won’t be any co-
kernel whatsoever.
In a second paper on this topic [Ho2], Hong considered the situation
of a polystable, non-simple holomorphic vectorbundle E = E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Es
being projectivised over a manifold M with a non-trivial Lie algebra h(M)
of Hamiltonian Killing-fields. The main difference of this situation to the
above one is, that the lifting of the action of h(M) will induce non-trivial
Hamiltonian Killing-fields on P(E). Moreover, since E is not simple anymore,
the Lie-algebra gE of the projectivisation of the automorphism group of E
will induce a non-trivial action as well. Hong assumes in [Ho2], that the
Futaki invariant of the action of
gE + (the lifted action of) h(M)
on (P(E), ωk) is zero. This assumption enables him to solve the cscK-
equation on P(E), without having to deal with any obstruction coming from
a non-trivial co-kernel.
Another situation similar to the above ones was considered by J. Fine
[F]. He treated the problem of finding a cscK-metric on the total space of a
so-called Kodaira fibration X → Σ. Here the base is a complex curve of high
genus; and the fibres have genus at least two. The fibres and the base admit
no non-trivial holomorphic vector fields. From this one can conclude that the
total space admits no non-trivial holomorphic vector fields as well. Therefore,
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the cscK equation on X is solvable without any further obstructions (the co-
kernel consists of constant functions). The main difference in Fine’s work is,
that the fibres of the Kodaira fibration have non-trivial moduli, which leads
to other difficulties in his case.
Remark. The theorem, that a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle over a
compact Kähler manifold admits a Hermitian-Yang-Mills-connection (HYM-
connection) if and only if it is polystable was proven by Narasimhan-Seshadri,
Donaldson and Uhlenbeck-Yau (see [Kob]).
Introduction to the main problem
The situation we are considering differs from the above ones by the fact that










= [ωk] = 2pic1(OP(E)(1)) + kpi∗ [ωM ], where
OP(E)(1) is the fibrewise hyperplane bundle over P(E). The crucial dif-
ference is, that our vector bundle E will be slope-unstable. However, we will
assume a certain special structure and look at a bundle E which splits as a
direct sum of slope-stable subbundles
E = E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Es,
all having different slopes (of course, we mean slope-stable with respect to
[ωM ]).
Remark. For convenience, we shall assume from now on that the slopes
µ(Ei) satisfy
µ(E1) > · · · > µ(Es).
We shall call such bundles informally "extremal vector bundles". This
terminology is inspired by the conjectural equivalence
Conjecture. E is an extremal vector bundle ⇐⇒ There exists an extremal
Kähler metric on P(E) in certain Kähler-classes. However, it is not know
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what conditions a Kähler-class [ω] ∈ KP(E) in the Kähler-cone KP(E) of P(E)
would have to satisfy for this conjecture to be true.
Since the bundles Ei are all stable, we can endow each of them with
a HYM-connection ∇i. The direct sum of these connections will give us a
(Chern) connection ∇ = ∇1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ∇s on E. As above, this induces a
(Chern) connection ∇L∗ on L∗ = OP(E)(1), the curvature form of which we
denote again by F∇L
∗
. Similar to Hong, we will start with the Kähler-metric
ωk = iF
∇L∗ + k · pi∗ωM
and see, that it gives us an asymptotic extremal metric on P(E). Our main
result will be the following.
Main Theorem. Given a cscK manifold (M,ωM ) with no holomorphic au-
tomorphisms and a vector bundle E →M splitting as a direct sum of stable
subbundles E = E1⊕· · ·⊕Es, each of them endowed with a Hermitian-Yang-
Mills-connection ∇i and all of them having different slope; then for k large
enough the projectivised vector bundle (P(E), ωP(E)) → (M,ωM ) has an ex-




= [ωk] = 2pic1(OP(E)(1)) +
kpi∗ [ωM ].
Preparatory material
In this section we will collect some background material needed in the sequel.
Suppose we are given a holomorphic U(r)-bundle with (Chern) connec-
tion (E,∇) → (M,ωM ) over a (complex) n-dimensional Kähler manifold
M . The connection ∇ defines a splitting of the tangent bundle of P(E) in
its vertical and horizontal components: TP(E) = V ⊕ H, with V being the
vertical-and H being the horizontal tangent bundle. Moreover, the connec-
tion ∇ induces a connection ∇L∗ in L∗ = OP(E)(1); its curvature F∇L
∗
will
be an imaginary two-form (we endow the fibres with the complex orientation,
such that this form will have positive sign). The restriction of iF∇L
∗
to a
fibre is just the Fubini-Study metric on that fibre. However, the horizontal
components of F∇L
∗
are determined by the curvature F∇ of the connection
∇ on E.
We denote by µ∗ : su(r) → C∞(CPrk(E)−1) the co-moment map, which
associates to every v ∈ su(r) its corresponding mean-value zero Hamiltonian
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µ∗(v). Using this co-moment map fibrewise, we get a map µ∗ : Ω0M (su(E))→
C∞(P(E)). Taking the tensor product with the pull-back map pi∗ : ΩpM →
ΩpP(E), extends the map µ
∗ to a map on endomorphism-valued forms µ∗ :
ΩpM (su(E)) → ΩpP(E). Using this notation, we get the precise relationship
between F∇ and F∇L
∗
.
Proposition 4.1. With respect to the vertical-horizontal decomposition of
two-forms on P(E): Λ2TP(E)∗ ∼= Λ2V∗ ⊕ (V∗ ⊗H∗)⊕ Λ2H∗, we get
iF∇
L∗
= ωFS ⊕ 0⊕ µ∗(F∇),
where ωFS restricts to the Fubini-Study metric on the fibres. Moreover,
iF∇L
∗
is a symplectic form if and only if µ∗(F∇)n is nowhere zero.
Before giving the proof1, we will have to do some preparation first. On
P(E) we consider two families of distinguished (real) vector fields: For any
vector fieldX on the baseM , we denote by X˜ the horizontal lift ofX to P(E)
with respect to the connection ∇ on the vector bundle (E, h)→ (M,ωM ).
In the sequel, we consider the natural action of End(E) on P(E), and
shall now describe the associated infinitesimal action.
For any section A of the vector bundle End(E) of C-endomorphisms of E,
denote by Aˆ the vertical vector field defined as follows. Recall that for any
x ∈ P(E) with projection pi(x) = y, we can identify the vertical (real) tangent
space T Vx P(E) at x naturally with the space Hom(x,Ey/x) ∼= Hom(x, x⊥) of
C-linear homomorphisms from the complex line x to the orthogonal subspace
x⊥ to x in Ey; where we identified x⊥ ∼= Ey/x (with the space on the right
hand side having a holomorphic structure).
Remark. Since we identified x⊥ ∼= Ey/x (with the right hand side having
a holomorphic structure), the isomorphism Hom(x,Ey/x) ∼= Hom(x, x⊥) is
not only a C∞-isomorphism, but indeed a holomorphic one.
In this way, the vertical tangent bundle V ⊂ TP(E) is considered as a
holomorphic subbundle of TP(E).





1I thank Paul Gauduchon for his comments on Proposition 4.1; the proof given here is
due to him.
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where u stands for any generator of x in Ey. For skew-hermitian A, NA is
the standard moment map on complex projective space, with respect to the
Fubini-Study metric induced on the fibres by the bundle metric h on E.
Remark. If A is a constant multiple of the identity, then Aˆ is indeed zero,
as it should be, and NA is constant on each fibre.
If A is skew-hermitian, the restriction of the vertical vector field Aˆ to
a fibre P(Ey) is a Hamiltonian Killing and real holomorphic vector field
with respect to the Fubini-Study metric on P(Ey), induced by the hermitian
metric h on E. The fibrewise Hamiltonian of this vector field with respect
to ωFS is just −iNA.
More generally, we have the splitting A = AH +ASH of A into hermitian
and skew-hermitian parts. Then
NA = µ
JÂH + iµÂSH ,
where µJÂH and µÂSH denote the fibrewise Hamiltonians of the Hamiltonian
Killing vector fields JÂH and ÂSH , respectively (with respect to the metric
ωFS induced on the fibres).
The brackets of the distinguished vector fields discussed above are given
by
[X˜, Y˜ ] = [˜X,Y ]− F̂∇X,Y , [X˜, Aˆ] = ∇̂XA, [Aˆ, Bˆ] = −[̂A,B],
where F∇X,Y is the curvature of the connection ∇ on E →M with respect to
the vector fields X,Y .
Denote again by L∗ = OP(E)(1) the fibrewise hyperplane bundle on P(E);
which is endowed with the (Chern) connection ∇L∗ , induced by the (Chern)
connection ∇ on E. These two connections are related as follows: Let α
be a section of the vector bundle E∗, and let α˜ be the induced section of
L∗ defined by α˜(x) = α(pi(x))|x for any x ∈ P(E) (here x is regarded as a
complex line in Epi(x) and α(pi(x))|x is the restriction of α(pi(x)) to x).
For a section α˜ of L∗ we have, retaining our notation from above
∇L∗
X˜
α˜ = ∇˜Xα, ∇L∗Aˆ α˜ = α˜ ◦A−NAα˜. (4.2)
Proof of Proposition 4.1. From Equation (4.2) the curvature F∇L
∗
of ∇L∗ ,
acting on sections of L∗, is computed as follows. For any vector fields X,Y
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= ˜∇X(α ◦A)− (X˜ ·NA)α˜−NA∇˜Xα
− ˜∇X(α ◦A) +NA∇˜Xα
− ˜α ◦ ∇XA+N∇XAα˜
















= ˜α ◦B ◦A−NAα˜ ◦B − (Aˆ ·NB)α˜−NBα˜ ◦A+NBNAα˜
− ˜α ◦A ◦B +NBα˜ ◦A+ (Bˆ ·NA)α˜+NAα˜ ◦B −NANBα˜
+ ˜α ◦ [A,B]−N[A,B]α˜
= (−Aˆ ·NB + Bˆ ·NA −N[A,B])α˜
= −iωFS(Aˆ, Bˆ)α˜.
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The last equality follows from the equation1
−iN[A,B] = −{NA, NB} = −ωFS(Aˆ, Bˆ)
= −ιBˆωFS(Aˆ, ·) = ιBˆd(−iNA) = LBˆ(−iNA),
where {·, ·} denotes the Poisson-bracket of two Hamiltonians; and the calcu-
lation
−Aˆ ·NB + Bˆ ·NA = −LAˆNB + LBˆNA = −N[B,A] +N[A,B] = 2N[A,B],
(where L denotes the Lie-derivative) which in turn follows from the infinites-
imal equivariance of the Hamiltonian −iNA.
Remark. The proposition is also true for the more general situation of the
fibre being a general co-adjoint orbit G/H (see Proposition 2.1 and Remark
2.3 in [FP]).
The equation, which a Kähler metric ω (invariant under a maximal com-
pact subgroup of the reduced automorphism group) has to satisfy in order
to be extremal reads (cf. [C2] or section 4.13 in [G])
Scal(ω)−H(ω)− S = 0. (4.3)
Here, S is the average scalar curvature of the underlying manifold, and H(ω)
is the Hamiltonian of the extremal vector field, defined in Definition 3.4. As
ω varies amongst Kähler forms in [ω] (invariant under a maximal compact
subgroup of the reduced automorphism group), the extremal vector field
remains a Hamiltonian vector field. Therefore, the Hamiltonian function
H(ω) exists for such invariant ω and varies smoothly with ω. (See also
Subsection 3.1.)
Example 4.1. Suppose we are given a ruled surface over a Riemann surface
Σ of high genus, i.e. g(Σ) ≥ 2. We assume that this ruled surface has the
form P(E) = P(L1 ⊕ L2) → (Σ, ωΣ). Then, H is the Hamiltonian for the
S1-action on P(E) induced by the automorphisms of the bundle L1 ⊕ L2.
N.B.: in this case, S1 is a natural choice of maximal compact subgroup of
Autred(P(E)) (cf. Chapter 10 in [G]).
1This is just the infinitesimal equivariance relation for the Hamiltonian −iNA. For a
proof see proposition 6.3.1 in [G].
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Using Proposition 4.1 and the HYM-condition of the connections ∇i on
Ei → (M,ωM ), i.e.
iΛωMF
∇i = λi idEi , λi = const. ∈ R,
we can write down a simple, explicit formula for the Hamiltonian of the
Hamiltonian Killing vector field induced by
∑s
i=1 λi idEi on P(E).
Corollary 4.1. Suppose the connection ∇ on E = E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Es is of the
form ∇ = ∇1 ⊕ · · · ⊕∇s, with ∇i being a Hermitian Yang-Mills connection,
as above. Then, the Hamiltonian of the (vertical) vector field induced by∑s













denotes the purely horizontal part of iF∇L
∗
.
Proof. This follows directly from the definition (given before Proposition 4.1)
of µ∗ applied to the vector field induced by
∑s
i=1 λi idEi on P(E).
This shows us that our formula above gives us indeed a Hamiltonian for
the vector field Y induced by
∑s
i=1 λi idEi on P(E). However, in the end we
want to have the Hamiltonian for the extremal vector field on P(E). In order
to achieve this, we will adjust the action of the vector field Y in a suitable
way while carrying out our approximation scheme in Chapter 5.
Notation. Later on, it will be convenient to use the abbreviation
Q(p) = λ1Q1(p) + · · ·+ λsQs(p), (4.4)
with Qi := −i〈idEi , µ(p)〉.
Remark.
1. The Fubini-Study metric on the fibres (∼= CPr−1), induced byOP(E)(1),
is Kähler-Einstein. It has constant holomorphic sectional curvature




rωFS = rωFS .
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Moreover, it is of constant scalar curvature
Scal(ωFS) = cr(r − 1) = 2r(r − 1),
and the first eigenvalue of the Fubini-Study Laplacian is ν1 = 2r.
2. On CPr−1, the eigenspace relative to the first eigenvalue ν1 = 2r of the
Fubini-Study Laplacian ∆FS is just the mean-value zero Hamiltonians
induced by elements of su(r). In our situation we get for the fibrewise
restriction Qσ of the Hamiltonian Q,
∆FSQσ = ν1Qσ.
3. In the sequel, we will use that Q depends on the hermitian metric
h on E, and on the contraction of its curvature ΛωMFh, as can be
seen from Corollary 4.1 above. Therefore, we will sometimes write
Q = Q(h,ΛωMFh).
Outline of proof
Here we give a short outline of the proof of our main result. As already said
above, we start with the Kähler-metric
ωk = iF
∇L∗ + k · pi∗ωM .
The parameter k will always be large making the base very big compared
to the fibres. In this situation, which is an example of a so- called adiabatic
limit, the local geometry of the total space will be dominated by the geometry
of the fibres. Computing the scalar curvature of this metric will give us




where Q is the Hamiltonian from Corollary 4.1, and C, b are constants de-
pending only on rk(E). We will set up an induction scheme in order to find
higher order approximations of an extremal metric on P(E).
In this induction scheme, we will already encounter difficulties coming
from the fact that the vector bundle E → M is not simple. This will cause
the equations we have to solve in our approximation scheme to have non-
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trivial co-kernel, as well as the linearisation of the extremal metric operator
(4.3) to have non-trivial co-kernel.
We will overcome this difficulty by adjusting the action of the vector
field induced by
∑s
i=1 λi idEi on P(E). This can be regarded as varying
the parameters λi in our Hamiltonian Q from above. This technique makes
it possible to successively perturb the metric ωk and the Hamiltonian Q
towards a better approximation of an extremal metric on P(E).
All this will give us a formal solution to the extremal metric Equation
(3.5), differing from a genuine solution only up to order O(k−p), for p a
positive integer. So, we shouldn’t be "too far" from a genuine solution at
all. While this formal induction scheme gives us only pointwise convergence
towards an extremal Kähler metric, we will use analysis in a local model
(a product) to show convergence of the formal solutions in suitable function
spaces.
In order to conclude that we have a genuine extremal metric on P(E),
we will use an inverse function theorem (IFT) depending on the parameter
k. Using the IFT will require two sorts of estimates to hold: local and
global ones. The local ones will be similar to the estimates used in instanton
Floer homology, see e.g. Chapters 3/4 in [D3]. In fact, most of the material
presented concerning the local analysis is taken over from [F] and adjusted
in a suitable way to meet our purposes. The global estimates will involve
dealing with an equation, the linearisation of which has co-kernel, because
of the non-trivial vector-fields existing on P(E).
After having established the local and global estimates, we still need to
control the non-linear terms of the extremal metric operator, which however
will be pretty straightforward. These estimates will enable us to conclude
that the inverse of the linearised extremal equation has "good decay prop-
erties", and make the application of the IFT possible. Elliptic regularity
results will ensure that this solution is smooth and presents an extremal
metric.
While carrying through the procedure outlined above, it will be crucial
that the slopes µ(Ei) will all be different for different i, as assumed in our
main theorem. In particular this condition on the slopes ensures, that there
is only one T s-action on P(E), and the co-kernel of (the linearisation of) the
equation we have to solve can be dealt with in the way we explain below.
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Outlook
It would be interesting to extend the results stated above to more general
symplectic fibrations. The adiabatic limit technique used in the proof of our
existence theorem is not limited to projectivised bundles, indeed it can be
applied to more general fibrations.
Suppose we are given a principal G-bundle pi : P → (M,ωM ), with
connection ∇, over a cscK manifold (M,ωM ) having again no holomorphic
automorphisms. We suppose the fibres of the associated bundle X →M to
be of the form (G/H,ωG/H), whereas the Kähler metric ωG/H is supposed
to be Kähler-Einstein1. Moreover, we assume the existence of a moment
map µ : G/H → g∗, embedding G/H as an integral co-adjoint orbit. (For a
detailed discussion of the theory of co-adjoint orbits and existence of Kähler-
Einstein metrics on them, see [Bes].)
In addition to the existence of the moment map µ : G/H → g∗, we
stipulate that the symplectic form ωG/H is the curvature form of a (Chern)
connection on a Hermitian line bundle L → G/H, such that the action of
G on G/H lifts to a unitary action on L preserving the connection. Let
L = P ×G (G/H,L) → X be the Hermitian line bundle, whose fibrewise
restriction is L → G/H. The connection ∇ enables us to combine the
fibrewise connections in L to give a (Chern) connection ∇L. Using the




= ωG/H ⊕ 0⊕ µ∗(F∇),
in which F∇ is the curvature form of ∇, and µ∗(F∇) is defined similarly as
before in Proposition 4.1. Using the theory of stability and Hermitian-Yang-
Mills connections on principal bundles of Ramanathan and Subramanian
[RS], it should be possible to formulate a criterion similar to the decomposi-
tion of the vector bundle E → M into stable direct summands used before,
for the principal fibre bundle P →M . At the time of writing this thesis, the
author was not able to work everything out in detail due to time constraints.
It should be possible to extend the main existence result for extremal met-
rics on projectivised bundles to this more general situation, using again an
adiabatic limit technique.
1In principle, it should also be possible to apply the same methods to the fibres being




We are now going to construct the pointwise formal power series solutions of
the extremal metric equation (3.5). Our induction scheme will be different
from the ones of Fine [F] and Hong [Ho1, Ho2]; since a co-kernel will be
present in some equations we have to solve.
Since our induction scheme is similar in nature to the one in section 3 of
Fine [F], we will largely follow the structure of his exposition in this section.
All results obtained for the formal solutions in this chapter are only valid
pointwise. Later in Chapter 6 we will show how to establish convergence of
the formal power series solutions in suitable Banach spaces. Our main result
of the current chapter will be
Theorem (Formal solutions to the extremal metric equation). Given an
integer n ≥ 1, we can find functions
ψ1, . . . , ψn ∈ C∞(P(E)),
invariant under the T s-action induced by idE1 , . . . , idEs on P(E) such that
the metric




is an (n + 1)-th order approximate solution to the extremal metric equation
(3.5), which means that pointwise on P(E)


























for1 constants b, C ∈ R depending only on r = rk(E), λi = µ(Ei) the
(Mumford-Takemoto-)slope of Ei, and (γi)l, ci ∈ R. (The precise definition




















in the equation above are a Hamiltonian (with respect to the metric ωk,n) for










idEi ∈ span(idE1 , . . . , idEs).
Here, ωk,n is an approximate solution to the extremal metric equation (3.5)
in the sense that Scal(ωk,n) − C is a Hamiltonian function (with respect to
ωk,n) for a (real) holomorphic Hamiltonian Killing vector field in the Lie al-
gebra of the torus T s (generated by the vector fields induced by idE1 , . . . , idEs
on P(E)) plus lower order terms in negative powers of k.
As said above, we have to deal with linear PDEs having non-trivial co-
kernel in our induction scheme. The constants (γi)l will come in while we
vary the action of the vector field induced by λ1idE1 + · · ·+λsidEs (for which
Q is a Hamiltonian with respect to ωFS).
Moreover, the functions fi((φR)i) appear since the old Hamiltonian Q
will vary as we add certain (T s-invariant) Kähler potentials (φR)i to ωk,
according to the following Lemma. (For our purposes it would suffice to
prove the following Lemma under the assumption that the Kähler potential
ψ is invariant under the action of the whole Hamiltonian isometry group H.)
Lemma 5.1. Given a Hamiltonian F for some (real) holomorphic vector
field V in the Lie-algebra h of the Hamiltonian isometry group H of a (com-
pact) Kähler manifold (M,J, ω, g). Varying ω by adding a V -invariant Käh-
1Strictly speaking, this should be called an approximate solution to the approximate
extremal metric equation. In order to save on terminology, we will just call it an approx-
imate solution.
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ler potential ψ ∈ C∞(M), i.e. LV ψ = 0, such that ω′ = ω + i∂∂ψ, varies F
according to the rule
F ′ = F +
1
2
dψ(JV ) = F − 1
2
∇F · ∇ψ, (5.1)
up to the addition of a constant. The gradient and inner product are taken
with respect to the metric g corresponding to ω.
Proof. The vector field V and the Hamiltonian F are related via
ιV ω = −dF.
If ω′ = ω + i∂∂ψ = ω − 12ddcψ, then
ιV ω




= −dF − 1
2
LV (dcψ) + 1
2
d(ιV d
cψ) (by Cartan’s formula)
= −dF − 1
2
dc(LV ψ) + 1
2
d(ιV d
cψ) (as V is real holomorphic)
= −d(F − 1
2
ιV d
cψ) (since LV ψ = 0)
= −d(F + 1
2
dψ(JV )).
This computation shows that V is a Hamiltonian vector field with respect
to ω′, and the corresponding Hamiltonian function is F ′ = F + 12dψ(JV ) =
F − 12∇F · ∇ψ.
Definition 5.1. We define the functions fi((φR)i) as the changes of Q which
have to be made while adding certain (T s-invariant) Kähler potentials (φR)i
to ωk, where the (φR)i will be defined below in our induction scheme.
Remark. In the same way asQ splits intoQ = λ1Q1+· · ·+λsQs in Equation
(4.4), the functions fi((φR)i) representing the change in Q split as well as
fi((φR)i) = fi((φR)i)|Q1 + · · ·+ fi((φR)i)|Qs ,
where we denoted the part of fi((φR)i) representing the change in Ql by
fi((φR)i)|Ql , (5.2)
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for l = 1, . . . , s. This splitting will be important later on in Definition 6.1.
5.1 The first order approximate solution
We will now compute the scalar curvature of ωk,0 = ωk = iF∇
L∗
+ k ·pi∗ωM .
But first, we will need some more terminology.
Splitting the trace Λωk with respect to ωk up into vertical and horizontal
parts motivates the following definitions.
Definition 5.2. The vertical trace is defined by
ΛωFSα =
(r − 1)α ∧ ωr−2FS
ωr−1FS
,
for α ∈ Λ2V∗, where the quotient is taken in the line detV∗ (as ωFS ∈ Λ2V∗





for α ∈ Λ2H∗, where the quotient is taken in the line detH∗ (as ωM ∈ Λ2H∗
and rk(H) = n, this is also well-defined).
Lemma 5.2. Let α ∈ Λ2TP(E)∗, then
Λωkα = ΛωFS (α)V + k
−1ΛωM (α)H +O(k−2),
where (α)H and (α)V denote the purely horizontal and purely vertical com-
ponents of the form α.
Proof. The result is obtained by computing:
Λωkα =
(n+ r − 1)α ∧ ωn+r−2k
ωn+r−1k
=




ωr−1FS ∧ (µ∗(F∇) + kωM )n
+




ωr−1FS ∧ (µ∗(F∇) + kωM )n
= ΛωFS (α)V + k
−1ΛωM (α)H +O(k−2);
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where in the last equality we expanded the second fraction in a power series
in terms of k−1, and absorbed the terms containing µ∗(F∇) into lower order
in k.













The fibrewise restriction of ∆V is the Laplacian on a fibre determined by
ωFS . Whereas on functions pulled up from the base, ∆H is just the Laplacian
defined by ωM .
Lemma 5.3. The ωk-Laplacian on functions, denoted by ∆k, satisfies
∆kf = ∆Vf + k−1∆Hf +O(k−2).
Proof. This follows immediately from the decomposition of Λωk obtained in
Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 5.4. For the first order approximate solution ωk we get
Scal(ωk) = C + k
−1 (Scal(ωM ) + bQ) +O(k−2), (5.3)
for some constants C, b depending only on r = rk(E).
Proof. We have the short exact sequence of vector bundles on P(E)
0→ V → TP(E)→ H→ 0.
Therefore, we have the C∞-splitting TP(E) = V ⊕H (as already mentioned
in Chapter 4 above). This is not a holomorphic splitting and in general
H defined via this splitting won’t be a holomorphic subbundle of TP(E).
However, as the vertical tangent bundle V is a holomorphic subbundle of
TP(E), the quotient bundle TP(E)/V is also a holomorphic vector bundle.
Moreover, we have the C∞-isomorphism H ∼= TP(E)/V (for a proof see p.
78 in [GH]), and for the calculation below we shall use this identification and
consider H as a holomorphic vector bundle.
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Thus we have the isomorphism KP(E) ∼= Λr−1V∗ ⊗ΛnH∗ of holomorphic




where FΛr−1V∗ , FΛnH∗ are the curvature forms of Λr−1V∗,ΛnH∗.
With Λr−1(V∗) ∼= OP(E)(−r) ⊗ (detE)−1, we see that ωk = ωFS ⊕
µ∗(F∇) + kωM induces a metric hV on Λr−1V∗ which is determined by the
fibrewise Fubini-Study metrics. So, hV is the r-th power of the metric on




The curvature FΛnH∗ of ΛnH∗ depends on k, as the metric on H corre-
sponds to the Kähler-form µ∗(F∇) + kωM . Denote by ρM the Ricci form
(pulled back1 to P(E)), i.e. the curvature form of the Chern connection
on K∗M , the anti-canonical line bundle of M , determined by ωM . Since the
horizontal tangent bundle H projects to the tangent bundle TM of the base
manifold M , we will identify ΛnH∗ ∼= pi∗K∗M as holomorphic line-bundles.
The ratio of the top exterior powers of the two Kähler forms µ∗(F∇) +
kωM and ωM gives us the ratio of the corresponding metrics on the (holo-
morphic) line bundle ΛnH∗. By general theory (cf. e.g. Proposition 1.17.1
in [G]), we then know that iFΛnH∗ and ρM are related by
iFΛ








kn +Qkn−1 +O(kn−2)) ,
since Q = ΛωMµ
∗(F∇).




















1 +Qk−1 +O(k−2)) .
1We won’t denote the pullback of functions, forms, etc. explicitly.
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i , |x| < 1, we
obtain
ρk = riF
∇L∗ + ρM + k−1i∂∂Q+O(k−2) (5.4)
= rωFS + rµ
∗(F∇) + ρM + k−1i∂∂Q+O(k−2)
Using Lemmas 5.2, 5.3, and Point 1. of the Remark on page 46, we get by
taking the trace of ρk with ωk
Scal(ωk) = Scal(ωFS) + k
−1 (rQ+ Scal(ωM ) + ∆VQ) +O(k−2).
Using Point 2. of the Remark on page 46, we know that Q is in the first
eigenspace of ∆V , hence
Scal(ωk) = Scal(ωFS) + k
−1 (Scal(ωM ) + bQ) +O(k−2),
with some constant b depending only on r = rk(E). Setting C := Scal(ωFS)
gives us Equation (5.3).
Splitting of function spaces on P(E)
The space of smooth functions C∞(P(E)) on P(E) splits as follows
C∞(P(E)) = C∞0 (P(E))⊕ C∞(M),
where C∞(M) are the smooth functions pulled back from the base; and
the space C∞0 (P(E)) of smooth functions of fibrewise mean-value zero splits
further into
C∞0 (P(E)) = Eν1 ⊕R,
where functions in Eν1 are in the eigenspace to the first eigenvalue ν1 of
∆FS when restricted to a fibre, while the functions in R are orthogonal to
Eν1 and the constant functions. By the remark on page 46, we know that
Eν1 consists of those functions whose fibrewise restriction is a mean-value
zero Hamiltonian for a holomorphic isometry of CPr−1, with respect to the
Fubini-Study metric on the fibres.
In total we get a splitting into three function spaces
C∞(P(E)) = Eν1 ⊕R⊕ C∞(M),
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which depends on the Fubini-Study metric on the fibres, and thus on the
hermitian metric h on E. However, it doesn’t depend on the adiabatic
parameter k.
In order to perturb ωk to a higher order approximation of an extremal
Kähler metric, we will have to deal with errors living in those three function
spaces. These errors will be corrected by solving linear PDE’s.
5.2 The second order approximate solution
First, we are going to prove a lemma about the linearisation of the scalar
curvature map on Kähler potentials. We are considering the map Scal :
φ 7→ Scal(ωφ), with ωφ := ω + i∂∂φ. This map is defined on some open set
U ⊂ C∞.
Lemma 5.5. Let V denote the Lpm+4-completion of U . Scal extends to a
smooth map Scal : V → Lpm whenever (m+2)p−2n > 0, where n = dimCM










where ρ denotes the Ricci-form.
Proof. Taken from Lemma 2.1 in [F]. The condition on m, p ensures that
the Sobolev embedding theorem gives us Lpm+2 ↪→ C0. Hence, for φ ∈ Lpm+4
the metric ωφ ∈ Lpm+2 is continuous. The Ricci-form is given locally by
ρ = i∂∂ log det g, with g being the metric on the tangent bundle.
Since log det g depends analytically on g and since g is continuous, log det g ∈
Lpm+2. We deduce that ρ ∈ Lpm. Taking the trace with respect to a continu-
ous metric defines a map Lpm → Lpm, hence Scal(φ) ∈ Lpm.
This shows that the map Scal is analytic in the metric and so it extends
to a smooth map from Lpm+4 provided that i∂∂φ is continuous, i.e. for
φ ∈ Lpm+4 with (m+ 2)p− 2n > 0.
In order to compute the derivative, we set as usual ωt = ω+ ti∂∂φ. The
corresponding metric is gt = g + tΦ, where Φ is the real symmetric tensor
corresponding to i∂∂φ. Then, the Ricci form is given by













The result follows now from differentiating the equation
Scal ωn = nρ ∧ ωn−1.
Concerning the non-linear terms
The formula for the linearisation of the scalar curvature map on Kähler po-
tentials, Equation (5.5) in Lemma 5.5, will be used repeatedly while finding
the formal power series solutions to the extremal metric equation below – in
particular in Subsections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and again in Section 5.3.
It is crucial to note that the linearisation formula (5.5) is used in a formal
way, and one does not have to worry about the behaviour of the non-linear
terms while perturbing the initial metric ωk with Kähler potentials as it is
done in the induction scheme.
For example, assume we perturb the metric ωk with a Kähler potential
k−2φ (for k  0), then
Scal(ωk + i∂∂k
−2φ) = Scal(ωk) + Lk(k−2φ) +O(k−3), (5.6)
where Lk denotes the linearisation of the scalar curvature map on Kähler
potentials determined by ωk. The notation O(k−3) denotes that the non-
linear terms in the linearisation formula above will only induce errors of
order k−3 or lower. This can be shown via the following formal derivation
of Equation (5.5) – "formal" in the sense that no differentiation is needed
and the formula is obtained solely by a power series expansion of Scal(ωk +
i∂∂k−2φ). For now, we shall use the abbreviation ωˇk := ωk+i∂∂k−2φ, denote
the corresponding Ricci-form by ρˇk and set m := dim(M) + rk(E)− 1 which
is just the dimension of P(E). Moreover, we shall denote ω[m] := ωmm! , which
will make the formulas below more readable.
Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4 above, we use that ρˇk and ρk (the
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Ricci-form of the unperturbed metric ωk) are related via








































= 1 + ∆k(k
−2φ) +O(k−3).
Therefore,
ρˇk = ρk + i∂∂ log(1 + ∆k(k
−2φ) +O(k−3)).




i , |x| < 1
(which we can use since k  0) we obtain
ρˇk = ρk + i∂∂(∆k(k
−2φ)) +O(k−3).






































+ · · ·
) = ρk ∧ ω[m−1]k
ω
[m]
k (1 + ∆k(k






(1−∆k(k−2φ) + · · · ) = Scal(ωk)(1−∆k(k−2φ) + · · · ).

















= Scal(ωk)(1−∆k(k−2φ) +O(k−3)) +






















Now, we just have to expand the last fraction, which becomes
(i∂∂(∆k(k






where we used the same power series expansion formulas as above, and the





. Putting everything to-
gether, collecting terms in powers of k−1, we obtain
Scal(ωˇk) = Scal(ωk + i∂∂k
−2φ) = Scal(ωk) + k−2{∆2k(k−2φ)
−Scal(ωk)∆k(k−2φ) +m(m− 1)
ρk ∧ ωm−2k ∧ i∂∂k−2φ
ωmk
}+O(k−3)
= Scal(ωk) + Lk(k
−2φ) +O(k−3),
where as above Lk denotes the linearisation of the scalar curvature map on
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Kähler potentials determined by ωk.
Thus we derived the linearisation formula (5.6) in a completely formal
way via a power series expansion. It is precisely in this formal sense that
such linearisation formulas are used in the sequel of Chapter 5. In particular,
the derivation above shows that while perturbing the Kähler metric ωk with
Kähler potentials, we won’t have to worry about inducing new errors at the
same order of k−1 as we want to correct at a certain step in the induction
scheme.
Below, we will also use another form of the linearisation formula. Using
a Weitzenböck-type formula for the Lichnerowicz-operator D∗D, Equation
(5.5) can also be written as in the following Lemma. (Rigorous proofs of the
two lemmas below, with a slightly different convention for the Laplacian and
scalar curvature, can be found in section 5.2 of [G].)
Lemma 5.6. The linearisation of the scalar curvature map on Kähler po-





∇Scal · ∇φ. (5.7)
In the same vein, we obtain the equivalent result for the linearisation of
the extremal metric operator (4.3), which we denote plainly by L.
Lemma 5.7. The linearisation of the extremal metric metric operator (4.3)
on Kähler potentials, invariant under the Hamiltonian isometry group of the
underlying Kähler manifold, is given by
L(φ) = D∗D(φ) +
1
2
∇Scal(ω) · ∇φ− 1
2
∇H(ω) · ∇φ. (5.8)
Here, H(ω) is the Hamiltonian with respect to the metric ω for the extremal
vector field determined by the Hamiltonian isometry group and [ω] (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1).
Hence if we linearise the extremal metric equation (4.3) at an extremal
metric, the last two summands in Equation (5.8) drop out as the metric
already satisfies (4.3), and we get once again the Lichnerowicz-operator
D∗D(φ).
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5.2.1 Correcting the R-part
Denote by Lk the formal linearisation of the scalar curvature map on Kähler
potentials defined by ωk. Using our results above, we get
Lemma 5.8.
Lk = LF +O(k−1),
where LF is the fibrewise linearisation of the scalar curvature map (on Kähler
potentials): LF (φ) is defined as the change in scalar curvature of the fibrewise
Fubini-Study metric, determined by adding i∂∂(φ|fibre).
Proof. For the linearisation L of the scalar curvature map on Kähler poten-
tials on a manifold (Mn, ω), Scal : φ ∈ C∞ 7→ Scal(ωφ), ωφ = ω + i∂∂φ, we









where ρ is the Ricci-from of the Kähler metric induced by ω. Applying this












where as above, ∆k is the Laplacian defined by ωk. Using Equation (5.3),




























We have left quite a few steps out in this computation, however in the end
it’s the same as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.
From Equation (5.7), we know that since the Fubini-Study metric on the
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fibres has constant scalar curvature,
LF (φ) = D
∗DF (φ),
where D∗DF is the Lichnerowicz operator on the fibres.
Remark. The Lichnerowicz operator is invariant under the Hamiltonian
isometry group H of the underlying Kähler manifold (i.e. it is an isomor-
phism between suitable H-invariant function spaces, see e.g. lemma 5.3.1
in [G]). In particular, it is invariant under the T s-action induced by the
bundle-endomorphisms idE1 , . . . , idEs .
From Lemma 2.1 we know that its kernel is isomorphic to the space of
Hamiltonian Killing fields on the underlying manifold. Therefore kerD∗DF ∼=
cokerD∗DF ∼= Eν1 ; and because of that we can invert LF only in the function
space R.
The O(k−2)-error in Equation (5.3), which we will denote by ηk−2 , splits
according to the splitting of the function space C∞0 (P(E)) = Eν1 ⊕ R ⊕
C∞(M),
ηk−2 = ηEν1 + ηR + ηC∞(M).
We will correct theR-part of theO(k−2)-error by adding the Kähler potential
k−2φR to ωk. From Lemma 5.8 we get
Scal(ωk + i∂∂k
−2φR) = C + k−1 (Scal(ωM ) + bQ) + (5.10)
k−2
(
LFφR + ηEν1 + ηR + ηC∞(M)
)
+O(k−3).
Therefore, we can correct the ηR-part of the O(k−2)-error by solving the
equation
LFφR = −ηR,
with φR invariant under the T s-action induced on P(E). This task can be
accomplished using
Lemma 5.9. For θ ∈ R, there exists a unique ρ ∈ R such that
LFρ = θ.
Proof. Given the function ρ ∈ R, denote by ρσ the restriction of ρ to the fibre
over σ ∈M . The operator LF is just the linearisation of the scalar curvature
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map on that fibre. As mentioned above, this operator is linear elliptic, self-
adjoint and also an isomorphism for functions in R. Since functions in R are
orthogonal to Eν1 and also to the constant functions, we can certainly solve
the fibrewise equation (LF )σρσ = θσ, uniquely. Patching together, using the
uniqueness of the fibrewise solutions ρσ, gives a solution to LFρ = θ. Because
the operator LF is only elliptic in the vertical directions, we have to check
that the function ρ is also smooth transverse to the fibres. However, since
ρσ = (LF )
−1
σ θσ, and the fact that (LF )σ is a smooth family of differential
operators, the required regularity properties follow.
By the Remark on page 63 we know that LF = D∗DF is invariant under
the T s-action induced on P(E). Therefore by Lemma 5.9, we can solve the
equation LFφR = −ηR T s-invariantly and thus the Kähler potential φR will
be T s-invariant.
Adding the potential i∂∂k−2φR with LFφR = −ηR to ωk will change the
Fubini-Study-metric on the fibres
ωFS 7→ ωFS + i∂∂k−2φR.
Thus, the Hamiltonian Q will change as well (cf. Lemma 5.1)
Q 7→ Q− k
−2
2
∇φR · ∇Q, (5.11)
where we notice that the change occurs at lower order in k.
Putting things together, we obtain
Scal(ωk + i∂∂k






5.2.2 Correcting the C∞(M)-part
In order to correct the error coming from ηC∞(M), we will perturb the base-
metric ωM with Kähler potentials in a suitable way.
From Equation (5.3) we know that the scalar curvature Scal(ωM ) of ωM
(the pulled back metric from the base) appears at order O(k−1) in Scal(ωk)
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– it is the C∞(M)-part of the O(k−1)-term of Scal(ωk). Adding the Kähler
potential φC∞(M) ∈ C∞(M) to ωk can be thought of as altering the metric
ωM , scaled by k in the definition of ωk. Because of this scaling, the effect
of adding the potential φC∞(M) to ωk is the same as adding the potential
k−1φC∞(M) to ωM .
With the following formal formula – which is derived the same way as






= Scal(ωM ) + k
−1LMφC∞(M) +O(k−2),
(5.12)
(in which LM denotes the formal linearisation of the scalar curvature map
on Kähler potentials on the base) we obtain by adding the Kähler potential
φC∞(M) to the perturbed metric ωk + i∂∂k−2φR, considering it as a change






= C + k−1 (Scal(ωM ) + bQ)
+k−2
(
ηEν1 + ηC∞(M) + LMφC∞(M)
)
+O(k−3).
This equation can also be derived by repeating the calculations done in the
proof of Lemma 5.4, now with the metric ωk + i∂∂k−2φR + i∂∂φC∞(M) =
ωFS ⊕µ∗(F∇) + i∂∂k−2φR + k(ωM + i∂∂k−1φC∞(M)), and expanding out in
powers of k−1 just as before.
The upshot of this perturbation is that we consider the Kähler potential
k−1φC∞(M) to change the metric ωM , and use the change in Scal(ωM ) –
which appears at order O(k−1) in Equations (5.3), (5.10) – to deal with the
C∞(M)-part of the O(k−2)-error denoted by ηC∞(M).
Remark. The coefficient k−1 of φC∞(M) in Equation (5.12) won’t show up
when adding i∂∂φC∞(M) to ωk, since in this metric ωM is multiplied by k.
The base metric ωM is cscK, so using Equation (5.7) again gives
LM = D
∗DM ,
where D∗DM is the (linear elliptic, self-adjoint, fourth-order) Lichnerowicz
operator on the base. Moreover, the cscK base manifold (M,ωM ) is assumed
to have no holomorphic automorphisms. By the Matsushima-Lichnerowicz
theorem, holomorphic automorphisms complexify Hamiltonian isometries
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modulo trivial isometries (on a cscK manifold). Hence the base has no non-
trivial Hamiltonian isometries, and so by Lemma 2.1: kerLM = kerD∗DM ∼=
R.
Summarising, this means that up to constants we can solve
LMφC∞(M) = −ηC∞(M).
Denoting by c2 := ηC∞(M) the mean value of ηC∞(M), we define φC∞(M) to
be the solution of
LMφC∞(M) = c2 − ηC∞(M).
This equation can be uniquely solved in C∞(M) by the above discussion.
Moreover, since the Kähler potential φC∞(M) is pulled back from the base,
it is automatically invariant under the T s-action induced on P(E).












5.2.3 Correcting the Eν1-part
In order to get rid of the ηEν1 -part of the O(k−2)-error, we will employ
a different technique. This involves perturbing the hermitian metric h on
E →M by suitable hermitian bundle endomorphisms.
From Equation (5.3) we know that the scalar curvature of ωk is given by
Scal(ωk) = C + k
−1 (Scal(ωM ) + bQ(h,ΛωMFh)) +O(k−2),
where we emphasised on the h and ΛωMFh dependence of Q.




, where V ∈ iu(E)
is a hermitian bundle endomorphism, i.e. the two metrics h, h′ are related
via (
(1 + k−1V )(·), ·)
h
= (·, ·)h′ .
A change in the metric h will cause a change at orderO(k−1) inQ(h,ΛωMFh).
Remark. Everything done in this section only affects the leading order part
Q of the new Hamiltonian Q− k−22 ∇φR ·∇Q, for the metric ωFS+i∂∂k−2φR.
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from which one sees immediately that Q is linear in the second argument.
Varying the metric h on E will induce two types of changes in Q: the first
due to the change in the inner products (·, ·)h, and the second due to the
change in ΛωMFh. We shall write the total variation in Q as a sum of those
two variations
δQ = δhQ+ δΛωM FhQ.
The idea is to set
δΛωM FhQ = −ηEν1 ,
which will give us an equation for the endomorphism V (which relates the
metrics h and h′). The "new" Hamiltonian for the holomorphic vector field
induced by ΛωMFh =
∑s
i=1 λi idEi , with respect to the new Fubini-Study






which follows from Equation (4.1) and satisfies
dQ(h′,ΛωMFh) = −ι ̂ΛωM FhωFS(h
′) = −ιY ωFS(h′),
with Y being the vector field induced by ΛωMFh =
∑s







1− k−1V )h−1 +O(k−2),
where h−1, h′−1 denote the inverses of the metrics h, h′, we are ready to com-
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pute the change δΛωM FhQ in Q(h,ΛωMFh). Since locally Fh′ = ∂(h
′−1∂h′),







= h−1∂h+ k−1∂hV +O(k−2),
Fh′ = Fh + k
−1∂∂hV +O(k−2),
where ∂h is the (1, 0)-part of the Chern connection of h (for the (0, 1)-part
we have ∂h = ∂, thus we dropped the index). Contracting, using the Kähler
identity −i∂∗h = Λ∂, gives
ΛωMFh′ = ΛωMFh − k−1i∆∂hV +O(k−2), (5.13)
where ∆∂h denotes the ∂
∗
h∂h-Laplacian on endomorphisms (determined by
h).
Putting everything together we compute the total change in the Hamil-
tonian
Q(h′,ΛωMFh′) = Q(h,ΛωMFh) + δhQ+ δΛωM FhQ
= Q(h′,ΛωMFh)− k−1Q(h, i∆∂hV ) +O(k−2).
Hence we obtain that after changing h to h′, the scalar curvature of our
new metric is equal to
Scal(ωk(h
′)) = C + k−1
(




(−bQ(h, i∆∂hV ) + ηEν1 + c2)+O(k−3).
Collecting terms at order O(k−2) and setting the change δΛωM FhQ equal
to −ηEν1 , we are left with the equation
bQ(h, i∆∂hV ) = ηEν1 ,
which we have to solve in order to get rid of the ηEν1 -part of the O(k−2)-
error. Writing Q(h, U) := ηEν1 , which we can do since ηEν1 lives in the space
Eν1 of mean-value zero Hamiltonians for isometries on the fibres, gives
bi∆∂hV = U, (5.14)
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for some skew-hermitian1 endomorphism U . In order to identify the
(co-)kernel of this equation, we re-write it using a Weitzenböck-formula.
Lemma 5.10 (Weitzenböck-formula). For and any section V ∈ Γ(End(E))
2∆∂hV = ∇∗h∇hV + [iΛωMFh, V ], (5.15)
where ∇∗h∇h is the coarse Laplacian of the Chern-connection determined by
the metric h.




∇∗h∇h = iΛ(∂h − ∂h)(∂h + ∂h) = iΛ∂h∂h − iΛ∂h∂h = ∆∂h + ∆∂h .
Moreover,
∆∂h −∆∂h = iΛ(∂h∂h + ∂h∂h) = iΛFh.
Thus
∇∗h∇h = 2∆∂h − iΛFh.
Since ΛFh acts on endomorphisms by the adjoint action, we are done.
Using this Lemma, Equation (5.14) takes the form
bi
2
(∇∗h∇hV + [iΛωMFh, V ]) = U. (5.16)
From the discussion above, we know that ηEν1 is a mean-value zero Hamilto-
nian for the (left) action of su(r), with r = rk(E), on the fibres with respect
to the Fubini-Study metric induced by the bundle metric h on E. Since this
metric h is a sum of Hermitian Einstein metrics (and the subbundles Ei are
simple), ηEν1 is a Hamiltonian for the (left) diagonal action of su(r) on the
fibres. Writing Q(h, U) := ηEν1 , as above, this just says that U is of diagonal
form.
Therefore, we can solve for V being of the same diagonal form. Thus the
bracket-term in Equation (5.16) vanishes, since iΛωMFh and V commute,
1The factor i appears on the left hand side of Equation (5.14) because V is hermitian,
whereas U is skew-hermitian.
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and we are left with solving
bi∇∗h∇hV = 2U. (5.17)
Unfortunately, the coarse Laplacian ∇∗h∇h has a non-trivial co-kernel in
End(E). Since the vector bundle we consider splits as a direct sum of sta-
ble subbundles of different slopes, this co-kernel is generated by the identity
endomorphisms idE1 , . . . , idEs (which are covariant constant sections). How-













so after changing the metric h to h′ the right hand side of this equation
becomes (using our discussion above)
C + k−1
(
Scal(ωM ) + bQ(h
′,ΛωMFh)
)
+k−2 (−Q(h, bi/2∇∗h∇hV ) +Q(h, U) + c2) +O(k−3).
Using the notation from Equation (4.4), we can write this term as
C + k−1
(
Scal(ωM ) + bQ(h
′,ΛωMFh)
)
+ k−2 (γ1Q1 + · · ·+ γsQs)
+k−2(−Q(h, bi/2∇∗h∇hV ) +Q(h, U)− (γ1Q1 + · · ·+ γsQs) + c2) +O(k−3),
where we choose the γ1, . . . , γs in such a way that they cancel the projection
of U to the (co-)kernel of ∇∗h∇h in End(E). With this trick, Equation (5.17)
becomes
bi∇∗h∇hV = 2U − γ1idE1 − · · · − γsidEs . (5.18)
For the right hand side of Equation (5.18), we can indeed invert ∇∗h∇h and
find a hermitian endomorphism V in order to get rid of the Eν1-part of the
error.
In total, after changing h to h′ and carrying out the approximation











Scal(ωM ) + bQ(h
′,ΛωMFh)
)






















with Qi again as in Equation (4.4).
By Proposition 4.1 and our definition of ωk,
ωk(h) = ωFS(h) + µ
∗
h(Fh) + kωM ,
where we emphasised on the h-dependence of the first two summands. These
first two summands are representatives of the class c1(OP(E)(1)), and there-




on E they are cohomologous,
i.e.
ωk(h
′)− ωk(h) = k−1i∂∂φC∞(P(E)).
Therefore, the same effect as varying the metric h on the bundle E can also
be achieved by adding the Kähler potential k−1i∂∂φC∞(P(E)) to ωk.
Moreover, since the metrics ωk(h′), ωk(h) are both T s-invariant, the Käh-
ler potential φC∞(P(E)) will also be T s-invariant.
Remark. This observation enables us to translate between the two points
of view
Varying h←→ Adding the T s-invariant Kähler potential φC∞(P(E)) to ωk
Now we can write the second order approximate solution in its final form
(where we will write out explicitly the O(k−3)-change of the Hamiltonian in




































for the term appearing while adjusting the fibrewise Fubini-Study-metrics

























where once again we emphasised explicitly on the O(k−3)-change in the
Hamiltonian.
5.3 The higher order approximate solutions
In this section we will complete our approximation scheme. This enables us
to find a formal solution, arbitrarily close to a genuine solution, by using
induction and the results from above.
Theorem 5.1 (Formal solutions to the extremal metric equation). Given
an integer n ≥ 1, we can find functions
(φR)1, . . . , (φR)n ∈ R,


























is an (n+ 1)-th order approximate solution1 to the extremal metric equation
1Again, strictly speaking this should be called an approximate solution to the approx-
imate extremal metric equation. However, we will just call it an approximate solution.
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(3.5), which means that pointwise on P(E)




























where h′ = h(1 + k−1V1 + · · · + k−nVn), with constants b, C ∈ R depending
only on r = rk(E), λi = µ(Ei) the (Mumford-Takemoto-)slope of Ei, and
(γi)l, ci ∈ R. (The precise definition of the functions fi((φR)i) is given in



















in the equation above are a Hamiltonian (with respect to the metric ωk,n) for










idEi ∈ span(idE1 , . . . , idEs).
Here, ωk,n is an approximate solution to the extremal metric equation (3.5)
in the sense that Scal(ωk,n) − C is a Hamiltonian function (with respect to
ωk,n) for a (real) holomorphic Hamiltonian Killing vector field in the Lie al-
gebra of the torus T s (generated by the vector fields induced by idE1 , . . . , idEs
on P(E)) plus lower order terms in negative powers of k.
Proof. The proof is an induction using the same steps we’ve carried out while
finding the second order approximate solution above.
Concerning the correction of the R-part, we showed in Lemma 5.8 that









V ∧ (ρk)V ∧ ωr−3FS
ωr−1FS
.
Iterating our induction scheme, we will carry out the same procedure as in
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Subsection 5.2.1 and perturb the metric ωFS by Kähler potentials
(φR)1, . . . , (φR)n ∈ R and get
ω′FS = ωFS + i∂∂k
−2(φR)1 + · · ·+ i∂∂k−n−1(φR)n. (5.20)




∆′V = ∆V +O(k−1),
which follows from Definition 5.3. The leading term in LF is the Bilaplacian




For the last summand in LF we obtain by a similar calculation(
i∂∂φ
)






V ∧ (ρk)V ∧ ωr−3FS
ωr−1FS
+O(k−1).






This enables us to iterate the whole procedure from Subsection 5.2.1 since
correcting at a certain order O(k−j), we will have to solve the same equations
as above, modulo lower order terms.
As above in Equation (5.11), the Hamiltonian Q will change while per-







where the functions fi are defined as the changes inQ while adding i∂∂k−i−1(φR)i
to ωFS at every corrective step (cf. Definition 5.1 above).
Concerning the C∞(M)-part, we can argue similarly. Perturbing the
metric on the base via
ω′M = ωM + i∂∂k
−1(φC∞(M))1 + · · ·+ i∂∂k−n(φC∞(M))n,
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we get for the linearised operator on the base,
LM =
(






H ∧ (ρk)H ∧ ωn−2M
ωnM
;






Thus perturbing the metric ωM at a certain step in our scheme, we will again
have to solve the same linear differential equations as in Subsection 5.2.2,
modulo lower order terms.
For the last part of the error, lying in Eν1 , we can iterate as well. The
calculation for the change in curvature, Equation (5.13), is independent of
higher perturbations of the bundle metric h: I.e. once the first correcting
endomorphism V1 has been found, we can calculate the change in ΛωMFh′
for h′ = h
(
1 + k−1V1 + k−2V2
)
and obtain
ΛωMFh′ = ΛωMFh − k−1i∆∂hV1 − k−2i∆∂hV2 +O(k−3).
Proceeding the same way as in Subsection 5.2.3, we are left with solving
bi∇∗h∇hV2 = 2U2,
which is the analogue of Equation (5.17). Using the same trick as in Subsec-
tion 5.2.3 to deal with the co-kernel of this equation enables us to find V2,




This chapter consists of six sections. The first three are devoted to applying
the Inverse Function Theorem (IFT), the local aspects of the analysis and
finally the global aspects of the analysis, respectively. Moreover, the last
three sections in this chapter will provide the material needed in order to
complete the proof of our main result – which is proven in Section 6.5.
The whole Chapter 6 bears many similarities with sections 4–7 in the
article [F] of J. Fine. In fact, many results and ideas of his were adapted (or
even just reproduced) for our case without major modifications.
6.1 The inverse function theorem
We are going to use a parameter-dependent inverse function theorem in order
to show the existence of a genuine solution of the extremal metric equation,
lying nearby our approximate solution found above. Of course, the parameter
showing up in the IFT will be our adiabatic parameter k. In this section, we
will describe the ingredients necessary for doing this.
From now on, we denote by Lk the linearisation at ωk,n (which is T s-
invariant) of the extremal metric equation (4.3) on Kähler potentials.
Unlike Fine [F] or Hong [Ho1], we actually have non-trivial holomor-
phic vector fields on P(E), induced by the non-trivial automorphism group
of the vector bundle E → M (remember: E is unstable and not simple,
since Aut(E) ∼= U(1)s). Therefore, the linearisation of the extremal metric
equation (4.3) on Kähler potentials will have a non-trivial co-kernel in the
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function spaces L2m(P(E),R) or C∞(P(E),R); where we use the standard
notation and denote by L2m the Sobolev space of functions whose derivatives
up to order m are in L2.
When applying the inverse function theorem, we will fix the integer n in
Theorem 5.1 above. Therefore, we will just drop this index from now on and
denote by gk the metric corresponding to the Kähler form ωk,n. Moreover,
since the Sobolev norms determined by gk are equivalent for different values
of k (the constants of equivalence depend on k, however), the spaces L2m(gk)
will contain the same functions for different values of k. Hence we will just
write L2m without referring explicitly to the metric, when the actual norm is
not important.
Remark. Even though we won’t emphasise on this in our notation explicitly,
all functions / Kähler potentials in this chapter are assumed to be invariant
under the T s-action induced by idE1 , . . . , idEs on P(E) (which, for example,
is necessary in order to apply Lemmas 5.1, 5.7). In fact, the (Sobolev) norms
determined by the T s-invariant metric ωk,n, as well as the linearisation of
the extremal metric operator (5.8) and the Lichnerowicz operator D∗D, are
T s-invariant (as already mentioned in our induction scheme above)
Dealing with the co-kernel
In the end we want to solve the extremal metric equation (4.3), for large k
and fixed n,
Scal(ωk,n + i∂∂φ)−H(ωk,n + i∂∂φ)− S = 0,
where S is the average scalar curvature and φ is a T s-invariant Kähler po-
tential, without having to worry about the obstructions coming from the co-
kernel of its linearisation1. Therefore, we will employ the same trick already
used above when finding a formal power series solution to this equation.
Since we assume the bundle E = E1⊕ · · ·⊕Es →M to be extremal (i.e.
with slopes µ(E1) > · · · > µ(Es) and Ei being stable), the co-kernel is gen-
erated by the summands of the Hamiltonian HΘ defined below in Definition
6.1, since they generate the (co-)kernel of the Lichnerowicz operator D∗D
on P(E); which is the linearisation of the extremal metric operator (4.3) at
1Instead of writing the "co-kernel of the linearisation" every time, we will often just
refer to the "co-kernel" in the sequel.
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an extremal metric, cf. Lemma 5.7. The assumption on E → M being ex-
tremal is crucial in order to deal with the co-kernel as follows. Multiplying
each of the summands with a parameter, which we allow to vary, enables us
to deal with the co-kernel in the same way as we did when solving Equation
(5.17) above. Moreover, in order to deal with the constant functions in the
co-kernel, we will also regard C as a parameter and allow it to vary as well.
Definition 6.1. From now on we will vary s+ 1 parameters in the extremal
metric equation. In order to safe on notation and avoid confusion, we denote


























where Θ stands for the s-tuple (θ1, . . . , θs) with θi ∈ R; and
S := C,
which from now on is allowed to vary.
Thus the equation we have to solve for φ,Θ, S reads
Scal(ωk,n + i∂∂φ)−HΘ(ωk,n + i∂∂φ)− S = 0. (6.2)
Remark. The existence of the T s-invariant Kähler potential φ and the pa-
rameters Θ, S satisfying Equation (6.2) is proved by applying the quantita-
tive inverse function theorem 6.1 below (which is carried out in Section 6.5
below).
However in the end, there will be only one choice for the parameters Θ, S,
when we apply the Inverse Function Theorem in Section 6.5 below for fixed
n and fixed k  0: S will be a topological constant, and Θ = (θ1, . . . , θs)
will be chosen to cancel the co-kernel.
Because there is only one T s-action on P(E), we know by the theory
outlined in Section 3.1, that the parameters θi are determined by the Kähler-
class [ωk] and the T s-action. In particular the extremal vector field (defined
in Definition 3.4) is determined by this data, and the variation of the θi will
perturb HΘ to the Hamiltonian of the extremal vector field, as we apply the
IFT.
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If Equation (6.2) is satisfied (for the T s-invariant Kähler metric ωk,n +
i∂∂φ), it follows from the calculation in Equation (3.6) that S is the average
of Scal(ωk,n+ i∂∂φ) and HΘ is the Hamiltonian of the extremal vector field.
Therefore, we can always adjust the parameters Θ and S in a way, such
that the linearisation Lk of the extremal metric operator (4.3) will be an
epimorphism between suitable function spaces. Looking at the linearisation
of Equation (6.2) together with its two parameters Θ, S, we will see that the
mapping
(Lk,Θ, S) : L
2
m+4 × Rs+1 → L2m, (6.3)
is indeed an epimorphism (cf. Section 6.3). From (6.3) one sees that the
index ind(Lk,Θ, S) = s+ 1. Because of that, we will only be able to find a
right-inverse for (Lk,Θ, S).
The parameter dependent IFT
Our main theorem will be proved once we have shown that for eachm, fixed n
and sufficiently large k, we can find Θ, S and a T s-invariant Kähler potential
φ ∈ L2m+4 with
Scal(ωk,n + i∂∂φ)−HΘ(ωk,n + i∂∂φ)− S = 0.
A close look at the quantitative inverse function theorem below shows
us that, in order to apply it, we have to know that Scalk(0) − HΘ,k(0) −
S is already sufficiently close to zero. Assume, that for n large enough
‖Scalk(0) − HΘ,k(0) − S‖L2m(gk) → 0 as k → ∞; and assume also that the
map (Lk,Θ, S) : L2m+4 × Rs+1 → L2m is an epimorphism (both assumptions
will be proved below in Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 6.3). Solely using these
two assumptions won’t enable us to apply the IFT directly.
Theorem 6.1 (Inverse function theorem).
• Let F : B1 → B2 be a differentiable map of Banach spaces, whose
derivative at 0, DF |0, is an epimorphism of Banach spaces, with right-
inverse P .
• Let δ′ be the radius of the closed ball in B1, centred at 0, on which
F −DF |0 is Lipschitz, with constant 1/(2‖P‖).
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• Let δ = δ′/(2‖P‖).
Whenever y ∈ B2 satisfies ‖y−F (0)‖ < δ, there exists x ∈ B1 with F (x) = y.
Sketch of proof. For this sketch we shall assume that P is a two-sided inverse
forDF |0 (which is assumed to be a linear isomorphism of Banach spaces), for
simplicity. The proof when only having a (left-) right-inverse P is analogous.
We define a sequence xn ∈ B1 via the Newton iteration
x0 = 0,
xn+1 = xn + P (y − F (xn)).
From the Banach fixed point theorem, we know that if the map T : x 7→
x+P (y−F (x)) is a contraction on some closed ball about the origin U ⊂ B1,
this iteration will converge to an x ∈ U , such that F (x) = y.
As
‖T (x)− T (x′)‖ = ‖x− PF (x)− (x′ − PF (x′))‖
= ‖P (DF |0(x))− PF (x)− (P (DF |0(x′))− PF (x′))‖
≤ ‖P‖ · ‖(F −DF |0)(x)− (F −DF |0)(x′)‖,
T is a contraction on the ball U about 0 ∈ B1 on which F−DF |0 is Lipschitz
with Lipschitz-constant 1/(2‖P‖). However, T may not map U to itself.
But for x ∈ U ,
‖T (x)‖ ≤ ‖P‖ · ‖(F −DF |0)(x)− (F −DF |0)(0)‖+ ‖P‖ · ‖y − F (0)‖
≤ 1
2
‖x‖+ ‖P‖ · ‖y − F (0)‖.
Thus the condition ‖y − F (0)‖ < δ′/(2‖P‖) implies that T : U → U is a
genuine contraction.
Applying this theorem to the map Scalk−HΘ,k−S : L2m+4×Rs+1 → L2m,
assuming its derivative to be an epimorphism, gives the existence of a δk
such that if ‖Scalk(0) − HΘ,k(0) − S‖L2m(gk) < δk, then there exist φ,Θ, S
with Scalk(φ) − HΘ,k(φ) − S = 0. (In Section 6.3 we will see that the
right-inverse of the linearisation is a bounded operator.) Therefore, the
proof will be completed once we have shown that Scalk(0)−HΘ,k(0)− S =
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Scalk(ωk,n)−HΘ(ωk,n)−S converges to zero quicker than δk, for some choice
of n.
6.2 Local analysis
We are now embarking on the task of finding elliptic estimates for the lin-
earisation of the extremal metric equation (4.3). This will be done first in
a local (product) model for the metrics ωk,n, since this approach will later
on enable us to control the constants appearing in the analytic estimates
uniformly (i.e. independent of k). Having done that we will transfer these
estimates, by using patching arguments, to the total space of P(E)→M .
The material presented below is not dimension specific. However, for
convenience we will occasionally resort to the setup of Example 4.1, i.e. a
ruled surface fibred over a curve P(L1 ⊕ L2)→ (Σ, ωΣ).
The material presented in this section is almost identical with the mate-
rial in section 5 of [F]; we just adapted it to fit our purposes (many of the
proofs given here are just reproduced from [F], for the sake of completeness
in our exposition).
The local model
We shall now prove the important theorem which shows us that the geometry
of the fibres dominates the local geometry of the total space P(E) in an
adiabatic limit for k  0. For convenience, we will only treat the setup of a
ruled surface P(L1 ⊕ L2)→ Σ in this subsection.
Let D ⊂ Σ be a holomorphic disc with centre p0 ∈ Σ. Since this disc is
contractible, P(E)|D (the part of P(E) over D) is diffeomorphic to P1 ×D.
The identification P(E)|D ∼= P1×D can be arranged, such that the horizontal
distribution on the central fibre P1p0 coincides with the restriction of the
TD-summand to P1p0 in the splitting (with respect to the product-Kähler
structure)
T (P(E)|D) ∼= T (P1 ×D) ∼= TP1 ⊕ TD. (6.4)
For every k, two Kähler structures on P1×D will be of interest: the first one
is simply the restriction of the Kähler structure (P(E), J, ωk,n) to P(E)|D.
The second Kähler structure of interest is the natural product structure.
Denoting the product structure by (J ′, ω′k) we get a splitting with respect
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to (6.4):
J ′ = JP1 ⊕ JD,
ω′k = ωP1 ⊕ kωD,
where ωD is the flat Kähler form agreeing with ωΣ at the origin, JD is the
complex structure on D, and JP1 , ωP1 are the complex structure and Kähler
form on the central fibre P1p0 . The corresponding (product) metric induced
by (J ′, ω′k) on P1 × D will be denoted by g′k. In the proof of our desired
theorem and later on, we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let α ∈ Cm(T ∗P(E)⊗i). Over P(E)|D, ‖α‖Cm(g′k) = O(1). If





Proof. Since g′k is a product metric, scaled by k in the D-directions, the
lemma follows immediately. Analogously in higher dimensions we look at
the product model Prk(E)−1 × CdimM , and the proof is just the same.
Having all the notation defined, we can now state the theorem we’ve been
driving at.
Theorem 6.2. For all ε > 0, p0 ∈ Σ, there exists a holomorphic disc D ⊂ Σ,
centred at p0, such that for all sufficiently large k, over P(E)|D we have
‖(J ′, ω′k)− (J, ωk,n)‖Cm(g′k) < ε.
Proof. We will sketch the proof here, only. For details we refer to Theorem
5.2 in [F], from which this proof is taken. Note that by Lemma 6.1 above,
we have for any holomorphic disc D ⊂ Σ
‖ωk,n − ωk,0‖Cm(g′k) = O(k
−1),
over P(E)|D. Thus ‖ωk,n−ωk,0‖Cm(g′k) is O(k−1) as k →∞, so it is sufficient
to prove the theorem for n = 0.
We will now work out the first part of the proof. The theorem will be
proved once we can show that ‖J ′−J‖Cm(g′k) < ε, and ‖ω′k−ωk‖Cm(g′k) < ε.
We will only prove the first of the two inequalities – the proof of the second
inequality can be found in Theorem 5.2 in [F].
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Choose a holomorphic disc D ⊂ Σ, centred at p0 ∈ Σ. The splitting (6.4)
is parallel (for the product structure), therefore
∇ig′k(J − J
′) ∈ End(TP1)⊗ T ∗(P1 ×D)⊗i.
The only metric changes, as k varies, comes from the T ∗-factor. Write
∇ig′k(J − J
′) as αi + βi, with respect to the splitting
T ∗(P1 ×D)⊗i ∼= T ∗(P1)⊗i ⊕ ((T ∗(P1)⊗i−1 ⊗ T ∗D)⊕ · · · ⊕ T ∗(D)⊗i) ,
αi ∈ T ∗(P1)⊗i, βi ∈ (T ∗(P1)⊗i−1 ⊗ T ∗D)⊕ · · · ⊕ T ∗(D)⊗i.
As the metric g′k does not change in fibre-directions, |αi|g′k is independent of
k. Moreover since J = J ′ on the central fibre, by reducing the size of D we
can always ensure that |αi|g′k < ε/(2m+ 2).
The metric g′k scales lengths of cotangent vectors by k
−1/2 in the base
directions. Hence |βi|g′k = O(k−1/2); and for large enough k we have that






so after summing from i = 0, . . . ,m we have proved ‖J ′ − J‖Cm(g′k) < ε.
We still have to prove the same estimate for the metrics gk, g′k. However,
this is a purely technical result and we won’t reproduce it here. Instead, we
refer to Theorem 5.2 in [F].
Analysis in the local model
This section contains analytic results on the product model Prk(E)−1×CdimM ,
needed in the sequel. The estimates and Sobolev-inequalities stated below
are known from, for example, the analysis on non-compact manifolds used
in instanton Floer homology, or questions concerning exceptional holonomy
groups.
The proofs of the following results won’t be reproduced, since they can
be taken over more or less verbatim from the book [D3], Chapter 3.
Lemma 6.2. For indices m, l and q ≥ p satisfying m − dimR(P(E))/p ≥
l − dimR(P(E))/q, there is a constant c (depending only on m, l, q and p)
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such that for all φ ∈ Lpm
(
Prk(E)−1 × CdimM),
‖φ‖Lql (g′k) ≤ c‖φ‖Lpm(g′k).
For indices p,m satisfying m− dimR(P(E))/p > 0, there exists a constant c




The product Kähler structure (J ′, ω′k) from Theorem 6.2, on Prk(E)−1 ×
CdimM , determines an extremal metric map on (T s-invariant) Kähler poten-
tials











which is the analogue of HΘ, defined in Definition 6.1, for the product metric
ω′k. We denote the linearisation of the map (6.5) at the corresponding metric
g′k by L
′ : L2m+4(g′k) → L2m(g′k). Using the results from Chapter 3 of [D3]
gives the following elliptic estimate for L′. Indeed, the estimates presented
in Chapter 3 of [D3] are valid for any elliptic operator determined by the
local geometry of the underlying manifold.








Later on when carrying out the patching arguments to transform those
results from the product to the total space of P(E)→M , we will also need
Lemma 6.4. There exists a constant P , such that for all compactly supported
u ∈ Cm+4(CdimM ), and all φ ∈ L2m+4
(
Prk(E)−1 × CdimM),




Proof. This result follows immediately from the fact, that the coefficients of
L′ are constant in the CdimM -directions.
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Local analysis and patching arguments
This section will show how to convert results from the product Prk(E)−1 ×
CdimM to uniform estimates over (P(E), J, ωk,n). Applying Theorem 6.2
with ε < 1, we obtain that over P(E)|D, gk − g′k is uniformly bounded by ε
in the space Cm(g′k). This choice of ε ensure that the metrics are sufficiently
close; and also that the difference g−1 − g′−1 of the induced metrics on the
cotangent bundle is also uniformly bounded.
Hence the Banach space norms on tensors determined by gk and g′k are
uniformly equivalent, i.e.
l‖t‖Cm(gk) ≤ ‖t‖Cm(g′k) ≤ L‖t‖Cm(gk),
for some tensor t and fixed, positive constants l, L. As application we get
Lemma 6.5. For a tensor α ∈ Cm(T ∗P(E)⊗i), ‖α‖Cm(gk) = O(1). Addi-
tionally, if α is pulled up from the base, we have ‖α‖Cm(gk) = O(k−i/2).
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, the statement is true for the local model (i.e. the
product). Let D ⊂ Σ be a disc over which Theorem 6.2 holds with ε = 1/2,
for example. In higher dimensions one can argue the same way by taking a
ball B ⊂ CdimM , over which Theorem 6.2 holds with the same ε.
Since the two norms ‖ · ‖Cm(gk) and ‖ · ‖Cm(g′k) are uniformly equivalent
over P(E)|D (or P(E)|B in higher dimensions), the result holds in the function
space Cm(gk) over P(E)|D. Cover Σ with finitely many discs Di. The result
holds in Cm(gk) over each XDi and so over all of P(E) by adding.
The next lemma gives us the desired convergence result in the function
spaces Cm(gk), L2(gk). N.B.: up to now we only established pointwise con-
vergence for the formal solution constructed in Chapter 5.
Lemma 6.6. We have
Scal(ωk,n)−HΘ(ωk,n)− S = O(k−n−2) in Cm(gk) as k →∞,
Scal(ωk,n)−HΘ(ωk,n)− S = O(k−n−2+(dimM)/2) in L2m(gk) as k →∞.
Proof. Since we established Scal(ωk,n)−HΘ(ωk,n)−S = O(k−n−2) pointwise
in Theorem 5.1, we shall first deduce that with respect to some fixed metric
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g, we have
Scal(ωk,n)−HΘ(ωk,n)− S = O(k−n−2) in Cm(g) as k →∞.
In order to see this, we argue as follows.
All the calculations done in Chapter 5 involve absolutely convergent
power series and algebraic manipulations of them:
In the calculation in Lemma 5.4, the right hand side of Equation (5.3)
is obtained by manipulations such as: expansions of terms in (absolutely
convergent) power series, involving negative powers of k; or the power-series-
expansion of log(1 + x).
I.e. we can argue that for the Hamiltonian function Q, log(1 + k−1Q) is
O(k−1) in Cm(g) since










with a constant C such that ‖ρσ‖Cm(g) ≤ C‖ρ‖Cm(g)‖σ‖Cm(g). Also, the
perturbed Hamiltonian HΘ is bounded in this norm, since by Definition 6.1
its dependence on k is O(k−1); and all the changes of Q (changing it to HΘ)
made in the induction scheme are smooth.
For the statement of the Lemma to be true in the Cm(gk)-norm, every
fixed function has to be bounded in this norm as k → ∞ (the constant C
from above does not depend on g). Therefore, we can deduce the Cm(gk)-
result from Lemma 6.5.
In order to establish the L2m-result, we observe that the g′k-volume is
kdimM times a fixed volume form on Prk(E)−1×CdimM . So, over a disc D (or
more generally a ball B ⊂ CdimM in higher dimensions) where Theorem 6.2
holds with ε = 1/2, the gk-volume is O(kdimM ) times a fixed volume form.
Hence, with respect to gk, the volume of P(E)|D (or P(E)|B) is O(kdimM ).
Cover M with finitely many such balls, Bi. Then, the volume volk of P(E),




vol (P(E)|Bi) = O(kdimM ).
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With all that in our hands, the result follows from the Cm-result and the
fact that ‖φ‖L2m(gk) ≤ vol
1/2
k ‖φ‖Cm(gk).
In order to transfer the other results, proved first for the product, to P(E)
we will need some more delicate patching arguments. Fix ε < 1 and cover
the baseM with balls B1, . . . , BN over which Theorem 6.2 holds. Denote by
χi a partition of unity subordinate to the cover Bi. This partition of unity
shall be used to obtain uniform estimates over P(E). Let φ ∈ Lpm. Then by
the Leibniz-rule and the boundedness of ‖χi‖Cm(gk), there exists a constant
b such that for any i = 1, . . . , N
‖χiφ‖Lpm(gk) ≤ b‖φ‖Lpm(gk). (6.6)
Now, we have everything we need in order to transfer the "product results"
from the previous section to (P(E), J, ωk,n).
Lemma 6.7. For indices m, l and q ≥ p satisfying m − dimR(P(E))/p ≥
l − dimR(P(E))/q, there is a constant c (depending only on m, l, q and p)
such that for all φ ∈ Lpm (P(E)) and all sufficiently large k,
‖φ‖Lql (gk) ≤ c‖φ‖Lpm(gk).
For indices p,m satisfying m− dimR(P(E))/p > 0, there exists a constant c
(depending only on p,m), such that for all φ ∈ Lpm (P(E)) and all sufficiently
large k,
‖φ‖C0(gk) ≤ c‖φ‖Lpm(gk).
Proof. Using the analogous result for the product, Lemma 6.2 above; and
the partition of unity χi, we can estimate
‖φ‖Lql (gk) ≤
∑
‖χiφ‖Lql (gk) ≤ const
∑
‖χiφ‖Lql (g′k),
using the uniform equivalence of the gk- and g′k-Sobolev norms over P(E).
Considering χiφ as a function over the product Prk(E)−1×CdimM , Lemma
6.2 gives us
‖χiφ‖Lql (g′k) ≤ const‖χiφ‖Lpm(g′k).




Finally, by combining these inequalities and inequality (6.6) we arrive at
‖φ‖Lql (gk) ≤ const
∑
‖χiφ‖Lpm(gk) ≤ const‖φ‖Lpm(gk).
The same patching argument as the one just used also proves the second
Sobolev inequality.
Now we are in a position to prove the uniform elliptic estimate, analogous
to Lemma 6.3.
Lemma 6.8. There is a constant C, depending only on m, such that for all
φ ∈ L2m+4 and all sufficiently large k,
‖φ‖L2m+4(gk) ≤ C
(‖φ‖L2(gk) + ‖Lk(φ)‖L2m(gk)) ,
where as above Lk is the linearisation of the extremal metric equation (4.3)
on (T s-invariant) Kähler potentials determined by ωk,n.
Proof. In order to transfer the analogous result for the product, Lemma 6.3,
to P(E), the patching argument has to be combined with Lemma 6.19 below
on the uniform continuity of the linearisation of the extremal metric operator
L. Observe, that the curvature tensor of g′k is bounded in C
m(g′k). Moreover,
ε has to be taken sufficiently small in Theorem 6.2.












Since the functions χi all live on the base, we get by using Lemma 6.1 and
Lemma 6.4,
‖L′(χiφ)− χiL′(φ)‖L2m(g′k) ≤ const k
−1/2‖φ‖L2m(g′k).
Using this inequality, the uniform equivalence of the gk- and g′k-Sobolev
norms, and Lemma 6.19 below to replace L′ with Lk gives us
‖φ‖L2m+4(gk) ≤ const
(
‖φ‖L2(gk) + ‖φ‖L2m(g′k) + ‖Lk(φ)‖L2m(gk)
)
.
This proves the result for m = 0, and provides the inductive step for m > 0:
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The cases for m > 0 are proved using the case m = 0 and induction, hence
we conclude.
6.3 Global Analysis
In this chapter we will derive the global estimates, in order to find a lower
bound for the first eigenvalue of the linearisation Lk of the extremal metric
operator (4.3). In order to do this in a convenient way, we will construct a
global model, which has the crucial property of being a Riemannian submer-
sion for P(E)→ (M,kωM ).
As the sections before, this one is also very similar to [F], section 6 – and
most of the results are just a variation of Fine’s results. In particular, the
construction of the global model used below is due to Fine – our analysis is
slightly different however, since we deal with a non-trivial co-kernel.
From now on, our parameters Θ, S from before will come into play again.
Since we cannot possibly invert Lk without the help of the parameters, we
will consider the parametrised operator (Lk,Θ, S) in the following sections.
Unlike the local elliptic estimates for Lk found in the previous section, a
main issue of the current section will be controlling the right-inverse Ik of
(Lk,Θ, S). Concerning the right-inverse Ik, we won’t refer explicitly to the
parameters, on which it depends as well. As main result of this section, we
are going to prove:
Theorem 6.3. For all large k and n, the operator (Lk,Θ, S) : L2m+4 ×
Rs+1 → L2m is a Banach space epimorphism. There exists a constant C,




Proving such an estimate is a genuine global issue: it involves the diffi-
culty of P(E) having non-trivial holomorphic automorphisms; and compact-
ness properties of P(E). Therefore, we are now going to describe the global
model used to make the proofs more accessible.
The global model
We define a Riemannian metric hk on P(E) by using the fibrewise metrics
determined by the vertical part of iF∇L
∗
, i.e. ωFS , and adding the metric
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kωM (in horizontal directions). In this setup, (P(E), hk) → (M,kωM ) is a
Riemannian submersion.
With this construction, gk,0 = hk + a, for some purely horizontal tensor
a ∈ s2(T ∗P(E)), independent of k (it is given by the horizontal components
of iF∇L
∗
). Horizontal 1-forms scale by k−1/2 in the metric hk, so we have
for k sufficiently large




Also, since ‖gk − gk,0‖C0(hk) = O(k−1), Inequality (6.8) holds with gk,0 re-
placed by gk. From all this one infers, that the difference in the induced
metrics on the cotangent bundle is uniformly bounded and so the L2-norms
on tensors determined by hk and gk are uniformly equivalent (this will be
crucial in the sequel):
Lemma 6.9. Let T → P(E) be any bundle of tensors. Then there exist
positive constants s, S, such that for all t ∈ Γ(T ) and sufficiently large k we
have the equivalence of norms
s‖t‖L2(hk) ≤ ‖t‖L2(gk) ≤ S‖t‖L2(hk).
Controlling the lowest eigenvalue of the Lichnerowicz operator
As mentioned before (cf. Chapter 3, or section 5.2 in [G]), the linearisa-
tion of the extremal metric operator (4.3) at an extremal metric is just the
Lichnerowicz operator D∗D. As before D = ∂∇, where ∂ is the ∂-operator
on the holomorphic tangent bundle of P(E); and D∗ is the L2-adjoint of D.
D∗D depends on ωk,n and hence also on k. Since it’s more convenient, we
shall just write ∇ for ∇gk , ∂ for ∂gk and D for Dgk . Now, we are going to
find a lower bound for the first non-zero eigenvalue of D∗D.
This bound is the essential ingredient for finding the bound for the lowest
eigenvalue of Lk. Having proved the bound for D∗D, proving the bound for
Lk is just an application of a standard functional analytic lemma.
Since P(E) has non-trivial Hamiltonian isometries, kerD∗D will be non-
trivial, see Lemma 2.1. This is the reason why we will work in the orthogonal
complement to kerD∗D while proving the estimates. For the rest of the
section, "p" will denote the projection to the L2-orthogonal complement of




Remark. Even though the projection map p : L2m → L2m/ kerD∗D depends
on the adiabatic parameter k, we won’t emphasise on this dependence (in
our notation) since it won’t be important.
The bound for the lowest eigenvalue of D∗D will be found by linking
together two eigenvalue estimates: the first being the one for the ordinary
Hodge Laplacian, and the second being the one for the ∂-Laplacian acting
on sections of the holomorphic tangent bundle.
Lemma 6.10. There exists a positive constant C1 such that for all functions
φ with gk-mean value zero and all sufficiently large k,
‖dφ‖2L2(gk) ≥ C1k−1‖φ‖2L2(gk). (6.9)
Proof. The proof of this Lemma is almost the same as the proof of lemma
6.5 in [F]. One can find a constant w such that φ − w has h1-mean value
zero. Since dφ = d(φ−w), using Lemma 6.9 gives ‖dφ‖L2(gk) ≥ const‖d(φ−
w)‖L2(hk). Let | · |hk denote the norm induced by the pointwise inner product
defined by hk. By definition of hk, we have |d(φ− w)|2hk ≥ k−1|d(φ− w)|2h1 ;
and since the volume form satisfies dvol(hk) ≥ kdimMdvol(h1) we get
‖d(φ− w)‖2L2(hk) ≥ k(dimM)−1‖d(φ− w)‖2L2(h1).
Let µ1 be the first eigenvalue of the h1-Laplacian. Using that φ − w has
h1-mean value zero gives
‖d(φ− w)‖2L2(h1) ≥ µ1‖φ− w‖2L2(h1) ≥ µ1k− dimM‖φ− w‖2L2(hk).
A further application of Lemma 6.9 renders
‖φ− w‖2L2(hk) ≥ const‖φ− w‖2L2(gk) ≥ const‖φ‖2L2(gk),
whereas the second inequality follows from the assumption that φ has gk-
mean value zero. Putting the inequalities together completes the proof.
We shall now prove the second estimate we need.
Lemma 6.11. There exists a positive constant C2 such that for all ζ = ∇f ,
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with ζ ⊥ ker ∂, and sufficiently large k we have
‖∂ζ‖2L2(gk) ≥ C2k−2‖ζ‖2L2(gk). (6.10)
Proof. The proof given here is the same as the proof of lemma 6.6 in [F],
modified for our purposes. We proceed similarly as in the proof of Lemma
6.10 above. By Lemma 6.9,
‖∂ζ‖2L2(gk) ≥ const‖∂ζ‖2L2(hk).
As above we get |∂ζ|2hk ≥ k−1|∂ζ|2h1 and dvol(hk) ≤ Const kdimMdvol(h1)
(where Const is a constant independent of k), so
‖∂ζ‖2L2(hk) ≥ k(dimM)−1‖∂ζ‖2L2(h1).
Here, let µ1 be the first eigenvalue of the ∂-Laplacian determined by the met-
ric h1. So, ‖∂ζ‖2L2(h1) ≥ µ1‖ζ‖2L2(h1), since by assumption ζ ⊥ ker ∂. By defi-
nition of hk we get |ζ|2h1 ≥ k−1|ζ|2hk , hence ‖ζ‖2L2(h1) ≥ Const k−(dimM)−1‖ζ‖2L2(hk).
Using Lemma 6.9 once again to convert everything back to the L2(gk)-
norm of ζ and putting all the inequalities together, we conclude the proof.
Linking the two estimates just proved gives us an estimate for D.
Lemma 6.12. There exists a constant C such that for all φ ⊥ kerD and
sufficiently large k,
‖Dφ‖2L2(gk) ≥ Ck−3‖φ‖2L2(gk). (6.11)
Proof. Combining Lemmas 6.10 and 6.11 shows that when φ ⊥ kerD,
‖∂∇φ‖2L2(gk) ≥ C2k−2‖∇φ‖2L2(gk) = C2k−2‖dφ‖2L2(gk) ≥ C1C2k−3‖φ‖2L2(gk).
Controlling the (right-)inverse
Lemma 6.13. There is a constant C, depending only on m, such that for
all φ ∈ L2m+4 and sufficiently large k,
‖φ‖L2m+4(gk) ≤ C
(‖φ‖L2(gk) + ‖D∗D(φ)‖L2m(gk)) .
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Proof. Remember, that




∇Scal(ωk,n) · ∇φ− 1
2
∇HΘ(ωk,n) · ∇φ− S.
Now, we shall temporarily drop the parameter S, which we can do since at
this point we are still free to choose it (S will be determined only later on





∇Scal(ωk,n) · ∇φ− 1
2
∇HΘ(ωk,n) · ∇φ.
From Lemma 6.6 above, we know that
Scal(ωk,n)−HΘ(ωk,n)− S = O(k−n−2+(dimM)/2)
in L2m(gk) for all m; and this identity will also hold for m + 1 and S = 0.
Using the inequality ‖U · V ‖L2m(gk) ≤ Ck‖U‖L2m(gk)‖V ‖L2m(gk), where the
constant Ck depends on m and depends at worst in a polynomial way on k
– so it can be estimates by a fixed constant times some power of k – gives
(absorbing the factor of 1/2 into the constant Ck)
‖F (φ)‖L2m(gk) ≤ Ck‖∇Scal(ωk,n)−∇HΘ(ωk,n)‖L2m(gk)‖∇φ‖L2m(gk) (6.12)
≤ Ck‖Scal(ωk,n)−HΘ(ωk,n)‖L2m+1(gk)‖φ‖L2m+1(gk) ≤ Dkk
−n−2+(dimM)/2‖φ‖L2m+1(gk),
for some constant Dk depending on m and k as Ck before (this just states
that for large enough n, F (φ) converges to zero in operator norm determined
by the L2m(gk)-Sobolev norms as k becomes large); where we used the fact
that
‖Scal(ωk,n)−HΘ(ωk,n)− S‖L2m+1(gk) ≤ Ak
−n−2+(dimM)/2,
for a constant A depending only on m (which also holds for S = 0 as already
said above).
Now, the result follows from Lemma 6.8 above, which says that there
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exists a constant B, such that
‖φ‖L2m+4(gk) ≤ B
(‖φ‖L2(gk) + ‖Lk(φ)‖L2m(gk)) .
Since Lk(φ) = F (φ) + D∗D(φ), this gives that
‖φ‖L2m+4(gk) −B‖F (φ)‖L2m(gk) ≤ B(‖D
∗Dφ‖L2m(gk) + ‖φ‖L2(gk)).
By taking k (and n) large we can ensure, using Equation (6.12), that
B‖F (φ)‖L2m(gk) < 1/2‖φ‖L2m+1(gk)
and hence,




Now, everything is in place to prove
Theorem 6.4. The projected Lichnerowicz operator pD∗D : L2m+4 → L2m/ kerD∗D
is a Banach space epimorphism. There exists a constant S, such that for all
large k and all ρ ∈ L2m/ kerD∗D, the right-inverse operator Wk satisfies
‖Wkρ‖L2m+4(gk) ≤ Sk
3‖ρ‖L2m(gk),
where we identified L2m/ kerD∗D ∼= (kerD∗D)⊥, and used the norm on
(kerD∗D)⊥.
Proof. Since D∗D is a fourth-order, linear-elliptic and self-adjoint operator,
the right-inverse Wk exists as we are working in the orthogonal complement
of kerD∗D. It follows from Lemma 6.12 applied to φ = Wkρ that there is a
constant C such that for all ρ ∈ L2m/ kerD∗D, we get
‖Wkρ‖L2(gk) ≤ Ck3‖ρ‖L2(gk).
By applying Lemma 6.13 to φ = Wkρ, we obtain the required bound.
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The following functional analytic lemma is needed in order to prove our
main theorem in this section.
Lemma 6.14. Let L,D : B1 → B2 be linear maps between Banach spaces.
If D is a bounded right-invertible linear map with bounded right-inverse W ,
such that
‖L−D‖ ≤ (2‖W‖)−1,
then L is also right-invertible and has a bounded right-inverse I satisfying
‖I‖ ≤ 2‖W‖.
Proof. For the proof we use a standard geometric series argument. By as-
sumption we have
‖LW − 1‖ ≤ 1
2
.
This condition ensures, that
∑∞
j=0(LW − 1)j converges in the topology in-
duced by the (operator) norm ‖ · ‖, to some operator O with LWO = 1 and
‖O‖ ≤ 2. Hence I = WO is a right-inverse for L coming with the bound
‖I‖ ≤ 2‖W‖.
Now we have all the ingredients for completing the proof of Theorem 6.3.







∇Scal(ωk,n) · ∇φ− 1
2
∇HΘ(ωk,n) · ∇φ− S,
by Lemma 6.6 there exists a constant c such that in the operator norm deter-
mined by the gk-Sobolev norms, we have ‖(Lk,Θ, S)−pD∗D‖ ≤ ck−n−2+(dimM)/2.
Therefore, if n and k are sufficiently large: ‖(Lk,Θ, S)−pD∗D‖ ≤ (2‖Wk‖)−1.
Now, Lemma 6.14 shows that (Lk,Θ, S) is right-invertible and provides
us with a bound for its right-inverse
‖Ik‖ ≤ 2‖Wk‖ ≤ Ck3,
for some constant C.
Remark. This bound might not be the strongest possible one. In fact, in his
situation Hong in [Ho1, Ho2] established a bound where ‖Ik‖ ≤ Ck2. Since
we link together the two eigenvalue estimates proved in Lemmas 6.10,6.11
we won’t be able to obtain this sharper estimate with the argument given
above.
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6.4 Controlling the non-linear terms
What remains in our discussion of the analysis is the issue of controlling the
genuinely non-linear terms of Scalk−HΘ,k−S (this can be done in our case
as in lemma 7.1 of [F]). Again, we consider the extremal metric equation on
T s-invariant Kähler potentials determined by ωk,n : Scalk(φ)−HΘ,k(φ)−S =
Scal(ωk,n + i∂∂φ)−HΘ(ωk,n + i∂∂φ)− S.
Now we shall find an estimate in order to control the non-linear terms
of Scalk −HΘ,k − S. We denote this operator by Nk(φ) = (Scalk −HΘ,k −
S)(φ)−(Lk,Θ, S)(φ), where Scalk−HΘ,k−S and (Lk,Θ, S) are evaluated at
the same T s-invariant function φ (considered as maps on Kähler potentials).
Theorem 6.5. Let m > dimC P(E). There exists positive constants c,K
such that for all φ, ψ ∈ L2m+4 with ‖φ‖L2m+4 , ‖φ‖L2m+4 ≤ c and k sufficiently
large,




‖φ− ψ‖L2m+4 , (6.13)
where all norms are taken with respect to gk.
Proof. It is essentially the same proof as the one of lemma 7.1 in [F]. Using




with ‖(DNk)ϑ‖ being the operator norm of the derivative of Nk at ϑ; and
ϑ ∈ [φ, ψ] := {ϑ ∈ L2m+4 such that ϑ = φ+ t(ψ − φ), for some t ∈ [0, 1]}.
So DNk = (Lk,Θ, S)ϑ− (Lk,Θ, S), where (Lk,Θ, S)ϑ is the linearisation
of the parametrised extremal metric operator Scalk −HΘ,k − S at ϑ; or in
other words the linearisation at the metric ωk,n + i∂∂ϑ. An application of
Lemma 6.20 from below, to this metric and ωk,n gives
‖(Lk,Θ, S)ϑ − (Lk,Θ, S)‖ ≤ const‖ϑ‖L2m+4(gk).
Since by our assumption m > dimC P(E), the condition on the indices in
Lemma 6.20 are fulfilled. This lemma also requires the constants in the gk-
Sobolev inequalities to be uniformly bounded – this was proved in Lemma
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6.7. Moreover, it is required in order to apply Lemma 6.20, that the Cm(gk)-
norm of the curvature of ωk,n is bounded above – which follows from Theorem
6.2 and Lemma 6.16 below.







6.5 Applying the inverse function theorem
In this section we will complete the proof of our Main Theorem (cf. page
41), by using the Inverse Function Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Main Theorem. For all k  0 and large n, the parametrised ex-
tremal metric operator
Scalk −HΘ,k − S : L2m+4(gk)× Rs+1 → L2m(gk)
satisfies
• Scaln(0) − HΘ,n(0) − S = O(k−n−2+(dimM)/2) in L2m(gk), by Lemma
6.6.
• The linearisation of Scalk − HΘ,k − S at 0 is an epimorphism, on its
expanded domain of definition L2m+4(gk)×Rs+1, with right-inverse Ik
which is O(k3) by Theorem 6.3.
• There exists a constant K such that for all sufficiently small V , the
non-linear piece Nk of Scalk −HΘ,k − S is Lipschitz with constant V
on a ball about 0 of radius KV . This follows from Theorem 6.5.
• There is only one T s-action on P(E), generated by the idE1 , . . . , idEs .
This allows us to deal with the co-kernel by varying the parameters
Θ, S; and since there is only one choice for the parameters Θ and S,
as already said in the Remark on page 78, we find the correct Θ, S by
applying the IFT and with it the Hamiltonian of the extremal vector
field.
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By the inverse function Theorem 6.1, the second and third points above
imply that the radius δ′k of the ball about the origin on which Nk is Lipschitz
with constant (2‖Ik‖)−1, is bounded below by Ck−3 for some C > 0. Since
δk = δ
′
k(2‖Ik‖)−1, it follows that δk is bounded by Ck−6 for some C > 0.
Using again the Inverse Function Theorem 6.1, we see that for % ∈ L2m
with ‖Scalk(0) −HΘ,k(0) − S − %‖L2m(gk) ≤ Ck−6, the equation Scalk(φ) −
HΘ,k(φ)−S = % has a solution. The first of the above properties implies then,
that for large n and fixed k  0, the equation Scalk(φ)−HΘ,k(φ)− S = 0
has a solution (φ,Θ, S) with φ being T s-invariant, where the parameters Θ
and S are determined as in the fourth point above – which will also perturb
HΘ towards the Hamiltonian of the extremal vector field.
Provided m is big enough to ensure that L2m+4 ↪→ C2,α; applying the
regularity Lemma 6.15 iteratively gives that φ is smooth.
6.6 Regularity and continuity questions
Most of the material presented here is taken over from section 2.2 of [F].
One can also find the results of this chapter in other references. However,
it is convenient to have these results presented as below.
Properties of the extremal metric operator
In order to carry out our arguments above, we need to establish a regularity
result about extremal metrics on Kähler manifolds. This ensures that the
(T s-invariant) Kähler potential φ, which we found in the proof of our main
theorem, is actually smooth.
As already mentioned in Chapter 3, a Kähler metric g is extremal if the
gradient of its scalar curvature ∇gScal(g) preserves the complex structure
J , i.e. it is the real part of a holomorphic section of T 1,0M . So, instead
of using our extremal metric equation (4.3), another condition for a Kähler
metric (on a compact Kähler manifold) to be extremal is
L∇gScal(g)J = 0, (6.14)
where L denotes the Lie-derivative. In fact, this is the Euler-Lagrange equa-
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tion for the Calabi-functional (3.1), as originally computed in [C1]. Since
extremal Kähler metrics are invariant under a maximal compact subgroup
of the (reduced) automorphism group, one can reduce this equation to the
fourth order equation (4.3) (for the Kähler potential φ), see [C2].
The extremal metric we construct in our main theorem therefore satisfies
Equation (6.14), and we will use this equation to prove the following regular-
ity result (similar results were already proven in section 2 of [F], proposition
4 of [LS1] and section 5.3 in [G]).
Lemma 6.15. If the Kähler metric ωφ = ω + i∂∂φ, on a compact Kähler
manifold, is extremal with φ ∈ Cm,α, m ≥ 2, then φ ∈ Cm+3,α.
Proof. For an extremal Kähler metric, the gradient of the scalar curvature
∇Scal is the real part of a holomorphic vector field, hence it is real-analytic.
It therefore follows that the metric dual of ∇Scal, i.e. dScal is of class
Cm−2,α (as the metric corresponding to ωφ is of class Cm−2,α); and Scal(φ) =
Scal(ωφ) is therefore of class Cm−1,α.
Now, Scal(φ) = ∆φU , where ∆φ is the ωφ-Laplacian and
U = − log det(g + Φ),
where Φ is the real symmetric tensor corresponding to the (1,1)-form i∂∂φ.
Since φ ∈ Cm,α, ∆φ is a linear second order elliptic operator with coeffi-
cients in Cm−2,α. By standard elliptic regularity results (cf. Theorem 3.59
in [Aub]) and since Scal(φ) ∈ Cm−1,α, we get U ∈ Cm+1,α.
The map φ 7→ − log det(g + Φ) is non-linear, but also second order and
elliptic. Therefore, it also satisfies an elliptic regularity result (cf. Theorem
3.56 in [Aub]), hence φ ∈ Cm+3,α.
Continuity of the extremal metric operator
In this paragraph we are going to prove miscellaneous results about the conti-
nuity of the extremal metric operator under changes of the Kähler structure.
This paragraph is very similar in nature to section 2.2 in [F] – and the results
collected in this section are just variations of Fine’s results.
We are going to prove the results first in the Cm-topology, later on we
will treat the Lpm-topology.
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An important inequality throughout the paragraph, following from the
Leibniz-rule, will be that for any two tensors T, T ′ ∈ Cm we have
‖T ? T ′‖Cm ≤ C‖T‖Cm‖T ′‖Cm , (6.15)
where the ”?” stands for any algebraic operation consisting of tensor products
and contractions. Here, the constant C depends only on m, and not on the
metric determining the norm.
We will also apply Inequality (6.15) for an algebraic operation on two
tensors T, T ′ ∈ Cm and a metric g ∈ Cm
‖T ? T ′ ? g‖Cm ≤ C ′‖T‖Cm‖T ′‖Cm‖g‖Cm , (6.16)
with a constant C ′ depending only on m.
The following lemma is taken verbatim from [F], lemma 2.7; which we
need as well.
Lemma 6.16. There exist positive constants c,K, such that whenever g, g′
are two different metrics on the same compact manifold, satisfying
‖g′ − g‖Cm+2 ≤ c,
with corresponding curvature tensors R,R′, then
‖R′ −R‖Cm ≤ K‖g′ − g‖Cm+2 .
All norms are taken with respect to the metric g′. K depends only on c and
m (not on g or g′).
Proof. We follow the proof of lemma 2.7 in [F] almost verbatim.
Let g = g′ + h. Denoting the corresponding Levi-Civita connections
by ∇ and ∇′, then ∇ = ∇′ + a, where a ∈ Ω1(M,End(TM)). Using the
isomorphism T ∗M ⊗End(TM) ∼= T ∗M ⊗T ∗M ⊗T ∗M defined by g, we can
write
a ? (g′ + h) = −∇′h,
where ” ? ” is again some algebraic operation. So
‖a‖Cm+1 = ‖a ? g′‖Cm+1 ≤ ‖∇′h‖Cm+1 + C‖a‖Cm+1‖h‖Cm+1 ,
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The difference in the curvature tensors is given by R−R′ = ∇′a+ a ∧ a, so
with the help of Inequality (6.15) we conclude the proof.
The next lemma will give us the analogous result for the Ricci- and
Scalar-curvatures, respectively.
Lemma 6.17. Given m and B > 0, there exist positive constants c,K such
that whenever g, g′ are two different metrics on the same compact manifold,
satisfying
‖g′ − g‖Cm+2 ≤ c,
‖R′‖Cm ≤ B,
where R′ is the curvature tensor of g′, then we get the estimates
‖Ric′ −Ric‖Cm ≤ K‖g′ − g‖Cm+2 ,
‖Scal′ − Scal‖Cm ≤ K‖g′ − g‖Cm+2 ,
with Ric, Scal and Ric′, Scal′ being the Ricci- and Scalar-curvatures of g and
g′ respectively. (All norms are taken with respect to g′.)
Proof. The Ricci-tensor is just the contraction of the curvature tensor with
the metric, so Ric = R.g, hence
Ric′ −Ric = (R′ −R).g′ − (R′ −R).(g′ − g) +R′.(g′ − g).
It follows from Inequality (6.15), that ‖Ric′ − Ric‖Cm is controlled by a
constant multiple of
‖R′ −R‖Cm‖g′‖Cm + ‖R′ −R‖Cm‖g′ − g‖Cm + ‖R′‖Cm‖g′ − g‖Cm .
Since ‖g′‖Cm = const, the result follows from Lemma 6.16.
The same argument applies to the Scalar curvature Scal = Ric.g, so we
won’t repeat it.
Since we are concerned with the behaviour of the extremal metric op-
erator under changes of the metric, we also have to take the change in the
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Hamiltonian H into account.
Lemma 6.18. There exist positive constants c,K, such that whenever ω, ω′
are two different Kähler metrics in the same Kähler class on a compact
Kähler manifold, satisfying
‖ω′ − ω‖Cm+2 ≤ c,
then
‖H −H ′‖Cm ≤ K‖ω − ω′‖Cm+2 , (6.17)
with H,H ′ being mean-value zero Hamiltonians for the same vector field
V with respect to ω, ω′, respectively (V is assumed to be Hamiltonian with
respect to both Kähler forms ω, ω′). Again, all norms are taken with respect
to the metric induced by ω′.
Proof. We know that for a vector field V ,
iV ω = dH, iV ω
′ = dH ′.
Hence
‖H−H ′‖Cm ≤ C1‖dH−dH ′‖Cm−1 = C1‖iV ω−iV ω′‖Cm−1 = C1‖iV (ω−ω′)‖Cm−1 ,
so with Inequality (6.15) we obtain
‖H −H ′‖Cm ≤ C ′1‖V ‖Cm−1‖ω − ω′‖Cm−1 ≤ C ′1‖V ‖Cm−1‖ω − ω′‖Cm+2 .
Since ‖V ‖Cm−1 is bounded, we conclude.
When carrying through the adiabatic limit, we will also need the follow-
ing result about the continuity of the linearisation of the extremal metric
operator.
Lemma 6.19. Given m and B > 0, there exist positive constants c,K such
that whenever (J, ω) and (J ′, ω′) are two different Kähler structures on the
same compact manifold satisfying
‖(J, ω)− (J ′, ω′)‖Cm+2 ≤ c,
‖R′‖Cm ≤ B,
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where R′ is the curvature tensor of (J ′, ω′), then the linearisations of the
corresponding extremal metric equations (4.3) satisfy
‖(L′ − L)φ‖Lpm ≤ K‖(J, ω)− (J ′, ω′)‖Cm+2‖φ‖Lpm+4 ,
for all φ ∈ Lpm+4. All norms are computed with respect to the Kähler struc-
ture (J ′, ω′).
Proof. Formula (5.5) shows that the linearisation of the scalar curvature map
is a composition of the operators ∆, i∂∂, of multiplication by Scal, the Ricci-
form ρ and ω; and finally of division of top-degree forms by ωn. Therefore
it suffices to show that these operators, plus the change in the Hamiltonian
appearing in the linearised extremal equation, satisfy the analogous inequal-
ities.
However, operations on two tensors like multiplication, division or con-
traction involve the metric. Therefore, we now need to use our Inequality
(6.16) which takes care of the norm of the metric.
For the multiplication by ω, this is immediate. Dividing top-degree forms
by ωn is the same as taking the inner product with ωn/n!. Thus for some
top-degree form Ξ we can estimate this inner-product by
‖Ξ ? ωn/n! ? ω‖,
where ? is again some algebraic operation. Using Inequality (6.16) and the
estimates for ω, ω′, shows that the desired inequality holds.
Concerning the multiplication by ρ and Scal, the desired inequalities
follow from Inequality (6.16) and Lemma 6.17 together with the inequality
‖uv‖Lpm ≤ C‖u‖Cm‖v‖Lpm ,
for some C depending only on m.
For the Laplacian ∆, it suffices to prove that i∂∂ satisfies the relevant
inequalities, since on functions ∆ is the trace of i∂∂. Using the projection
pi1,0 = 12(1−iJ), we immediately get that the operator ∂ = pi1,0d satisfies the
required inequality – estimating the operator-norm of pi1,0 with Inequality
(6.16). Using the same argument for ∂, we easily obtain the result for i∂∂
and ∆ as well.
Applying Lemma 6.18 to the term representing the change in the Hamil-
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tonian ∇H(ω) · ∇φ, together with the same argument as above gives us the
desired result (where we use Inequality (6.16) again since taking the inner-
product involves the metric).
Continuity in the Lpm-topology
In addition to what we achieved in the paragraph above in the Cm-topology,
we will need similar results in the Lpm-topology as well.
In this setup, Inequality (6.15) becomes
‖T ? T ′‖Lpm ≤ C‖T‖Lpm‖T ′‖Lpm ,
which holds provided pm > 2n with n = dimCM , i.e. L
p
m ↪→ C0. This time,
the constant C depends on the metric. This is due to the dependence of the
constants appearing in the standard Sobolev-inequalities
‖T‖C0 ≤ c1‖T‖Lpm , for pm > 2n,
‖T‖Lpm ≤ c2‖T‖Lq , for pm > 2n.
Under the same assumptions, we also get the analogue of Inequality (6.16),
which is
‖T ? T ′ ? g‖Lpm ≤ C ′‖T‖Lpm‖T ′‖Lpm‖g‖Lpm .
By the same line of argument as used in the proof of Lemma 6.19, we obtain
the corresponding result for the Lpm-topology.
Lemma 6.20. Let pm > 2n and B > 0. There exist positive constants c,K
such that whenever (J, ω) and (J ′, ω′) are two different Kähler structures on
the same compact manifold satisfying
‖(J, ω)− (J ′, ω′)‖Lpm+2 ≤ c,
‖R′‖Lpm , c1, c2 ≤ B,
where once again R′ is the curvature tensor of the Kähler structure (J ′, ω′),
and c1, c2 are the constants appearing in the Sobolev inequalities above (for
the primed Kähler structure). Then, the linearisations L,L′ of the corre-
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sponding extremal metric equations (4.3) satisfy
‖(L′ − L)φ‖Lpm ≤ K‖(J, ω)− (J ′, ω′)‖Lpm+2‖φ‖Lpm+4 ,
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